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In the spring of 1992, Democratic candidate Bill Clinton began to slip in the polls 

during his quest for the presidency, primarily because of negative publicity surrounding 

character issues. To counteract the problem, he embraced a radical campaign overhaul, "The 

Manhattan Project," designed by his ambitious young strategists The plan was to strengthen 

his campaign theme, and to portray him as a middle-class (as opposed to elitist) candidate. 

Ten of Clinton ' s formal speeches, five from before the change in strategy and five from 

after, are the primary research material investigated in this study. The speeches are 

compared through a modified content analysis of selected words and themes, and through 

a qualitative analysis based on current theories in political and campaign rhetoric of what 

constitutes a successful campaign, including evaluation of theme, symbolism, imagery, 

contextuality, and constraints, in an effort to determine ifthe strategy change was effective. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

Clinton's Presidential Campaign 

Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton had seized most of the state Democratic Party 

primaries in his run for the presidency by early 1992, but still was a long way from winning 

over the electorate 

He had suffered two potentially serious public relations setbacks: the Gennifer 

Flowers allegation in January and the appearance of the 1969 draft-avoidance letter in 

February The biggest obstacle he faced was that voters doubted his integrity, an attitude 

clearly reflected in the results of two polls taken early that spring Voters were unsure why 

Clinton wanted to be president, or what he stood for in comparison to the other candidates. 1 

Former California Governor Jerry Brown won the Connecticut primary by a slim one 

percent margin on March 24 2 A Connecticut poll taken about the same time showed 

Clinton' s negative rating to be forty-one percent. A poll taken by the Democratic National 

Committee put him twenty-four points behind incumbent Republican President George Bush 

over these same character issues of trust and honesty 3 

The accuracy of polling in terms of how voters or electorates will vote is debatable 

However, the impact of polls on elections is well established; campaign managers take them 

seriously. Based on these and similar polls, in mid-April Clinton embraced a radical 



campaign overhaul designed by his ambitious, largely young campaign strategists led by 

campaign manager James Carville and political polling consultant Stan Greenberg 4 

The common wisdom among campaign strategists is that it is dangerous to make major 

strategy changes after a campaign has begun They run the risk that their candidate may 

appear weak, vacillating, or uninformed, and it often is time consuming. The Clinton team, 

however, felt a radical change was needed to improve his faltering image Their plan, based 

on information gathered from focus groups, recommended a broad-based program to make 

Clinton the most appealing candidate to middle-of-the-road, middle class Americans . 5 

Borrowing on modem marketing techniques, the strategists used focus and dial groups 

to spot weak or negative images voters had of their candidate Ten women from Allentown, 

Pennsylvania were chosen as the first focus group. Five said they had decided to vote for 

independent candidate Ross Perot, three for Bush, and two for Clinton. The women saw 

Clinton as reluctant to be entirely truthful and as uncaring about the middle class . They 

believed other women would question his moral integrity, and they regarded him as a 

chameleon. 

"He just goes with the flow," said one panelist "If you asked his favorite color, 
he'd say 'Plaid ' " (Afterward, whenever Clinton fudged, his staffers said he'[d] 
gone ' plaid . ' )6 

The women then were handed a short biography of Clinton with thirty-five particulars 

about him the strategists were trying to impress upon them; for example, that he was born 

in a small town and that he stood up to his alcoholic stepfather. It also included Clinton ' s 

record as governor. After reading the biography, the women ' s opinions changed . Seven 

said they would vote for Clinton, two preferred Bush, and one chose Perot 7 
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Another focus group, this time made up of men only, brought similar results after 

being exposed to the same material. Before reading the biography, five indicated they would 

vote for Perot, one for Bush, and one for Clinton. They regarded Clinton as "Slick Willie" 

and said they believed he changed his tune regularly and stretched the truth. The allegations 

ofGennifer Flowers and several other (unnamed) women apparently were not an issue with 

the focus group. In fact , the possibility that Clinton had engaged in extramarital escapades 

reminded them of the late John F. Kennedy. After reading the biography, they were 

impressed that he had worked his way through Yale and said they thought he could identify 

with the average American. They began seeing him as '" forceful ,' ' creative,' and 

' effective."' Six men said they would vote for Clinton and one preferred Perot, but none 

wanted Bush. The strategists interpreted the change of attitude in the two groups as a clear 

indication they could bring about a similar change of opinion at a national level. 8 

Knowing about forty percent of voters did not like Clinton, and now armed with some 

of the reasons why, his campaign managers devised a strategy for solving the problems. On 

April 27, three ofhis key consultants sent Clinton an elaborate memorandum, "The General 

Election Project-Interim Report, "9 detailing what they thought should be done to turn his 

image problem around . The plan was drawn up by Carville, Greenberg, Frank Greer, and 

public relations specialist Mandy Grunwald. They referred to it informally as "The 

Manhattan Project," a tongue-in-cheek reference to the development of the atomic bomb. 

A lack of understanding on the part of voters as to why Clinton was running was the most 

basic problem, so they tackled it first. 

The state of the economy had been suggested as a theme by Carville and strategist Paul 
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Begala when Clinton hired them the previous fall. In The Agenda, a report about the 

Clinton campaign and early presidency, by journalist Bob Woodward, Carville and Begala 

are said to have told Clinton it would be a mistake to run on the usual Democratic platform 

of social issues. Clinton was ahead of them, however, having already concluded that 

stressing the economy would be the best bet for a Democratic campaign. 10 Greenberg agreed 

with Carville 

In September, we did some initial research in New Hampshire ... There 
was only one thing [voters] wanted to hear about, just what James Carville made 
us all remember, the economy. This shaped our thinking, as much as anything. 
In this race, the bread-and-butter issues were all New Hampshire voters wanted 
to hear about 11 

But it was not until the March primary defeat in Connecticut that the team started 

hitting harder on economic themes, making it known that Clinton had an economic plan. To 

counteract the downward polls, the team suggested he concentrate on the "bread-and-butter 

issues" about which middle-class voters most wanted to hear By May they had settled on 

four ideas, then had to select one to become the overriding campaign theme: 

• The People First, investing in the American people to secure the 
economic future; 

• Opportunity with Responsibility, stressing "no more something for 
nothing"; 

• The Middle Class, a populism of the center, not the left; 

• Reinventing Government, not a revolution but a plan to make the system 
work for you .12 

Polling and more focus groups indicated that any of the four themes would appeal to 

voters, but that more than one might be needed to make inroads against the Republicans . At 

a strategy meeting, Carville pushed to have the first option, "The People First," dominate the 
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campatgn, but combine it with the second option, "Opportunity with Responsibility." 

Clinton approved the plan, and the campaign staff began work on the specifics13 

With the campaign themes now carefully thought out, the strategists turned to the other 

problems brought out by the early focus groups. Clinton, they decided, should provide a 

contrast to the other two candidates by appearing as a man who believed in the value of hard 

work, and proved it by working hard himself Perot seemed privileged, aloof and 

insensitive. Bush ' s personal image was a little better, but he had yet to demonstrate a well 

thought out campaign theme. Clinton would appear more down-to-earth and caring, sporting 

a strong message aimed directly at the voters who mattered most 14 

The Republicans, they argued, had fostered an elitist attitude in the White House for 

more than a decade What the Democrats needed was to steer away from their own elitist 

issues, and return to the grassroots, united approach that had once defined them. The 

strategists said "investing" meant pushing the importance of education, health care, and 

insurance reform while reducing bureaucracy1 5 

By mid-June, Greenberg was writing another memo, again based on polls, indicating 

that most middle-class Americans thought the Republicans ' "trickle-down" economic theory 

had failed them, while benefiting the wealthy and big business . The voters Clinton needed 

to swing the election were defined by his staff as Ross Perot voters, many of whom were 

Democrat, blue-collar, and Roman Catholic. They especially had to attract working women 

of all stripes . Appealing to the right would not work, they decided, and probably was 

unnecessary . Greenberg wrote in the memo, "The campaign does not need to go right to 

reach its targets . It needs to go broad to reach a center-left alignment." 16 That message, 
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combined with negative material about Perot, moved the electorate positively toward 

Clinton.17 

At about the same time, Clinton started appearing on popular television shows such 

as Today, Good Morning America, CBS This Morning, Live with Lany King, Arsenio Hall, 

and Phil Donohue. He also made a ninety-minute appearance on the MTV network, part of 

his effort to reach youth . The idea, according to Greenberg, was that voters would get a 

chance to know a little about the private Bill Clinton. 

We had decided that biography was critical, if people really didn ' t know 
Bill Clinton, didn ' t know his life, didn ' t know his convictions On the popular
culture talk shows you go directly to people, but more importantly, it was a 
format in which you could talk about biography, you could talk about your life, 
which you didn't get the opportunity to do on 'Face the Nation ' We determined 
that we would be very clear about what we believed in and find venues in which 
to state that 

... June was critical for us18 

On the talk show circuit, Clinton had the opportunity to impress a nation of voters with 

important, personal information, such as how he worked his way through college, and that 

he plays the saxophone. Focus groups showed voters perceived Clinton as someone not 

capable of standing up to special interest groups, a common criticism of Democratic 

candidates. He had the chance to let them know that as governor of Arkansas he had fought 

the Arkansas teachers association and the National Rifle Association . 19 

Another aim of the strategists was to broaden the voting block, in effect to create new 

voters who would vote the Democratic ticket To help in this endeavor, the campaign began 

targeting the highly coveted voter group of working women. Female voters with the most 

to lose under Bush ' s administration- working women- became a huge potential voting 

block for the Democrats Studies on voting behavior consistently have shown that more 
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women than men vote, a plus as far as the Clinton strategists were concerned . 

Early in the campaign, polls showed that many voters were unaware Clinton was 

married and had a child. The perception of Clinton as a bachelor was a distinct disadvantage 

if he was to appeal to working women. During his years as governor of Arkansas, Clinton 

and his wife, Hillary, had tried to protect the privacy of their young daughter, Chelsea. It 

quickly became apparent that some of her privacy would have to be sacrificed if they were 

to boost the public perception ofthe candidate as family-oriented . Photographs and video 

footage of Clinton with his wife, daughter, or the three together began appearing frequently 

in the news. The efforts of the Clinton team began to show as the Democratic Convention 

drew near. Clinton ' s position in the polls started climbing20 

Another chore facing Clinton, if not his strategists, was the selection of a running 

mate . Picking Tennessee Senator AI Gore as his vice-presidential candidate was solely 

Clinton ' s decision, and ultimately an inspired choice A list of about forty potential 

candidates was drawn up by campaign scouts in April. Clinton selected more than a dozen, 

and the list was altered several times afterward . John Sculley, then head of the Apple 

Computer company, was taken off the list because he had been married three times. Others, 

such as General Colin Powell and New York City Mayor Mario Cuomo, removed 

themselves from it Then, near the end of June, Clinton and Gore met secretly in 

Washington, DC, talked for about ninety minutes and quickly developed a rapport . The 

offer was made, Gore accepted, and Clinton had his running mate. 21 

That Gore was chosen, and that he accepted, surprised political observers, partly 

because he seemed an unlikely choice to give the ticket balance, and partly because Clinton 
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had not supported Gore's bid for the presidency in 1988 . Support from within Clinton' s staff 

came more slowly. Hillary liked Gore' s environmental record . Others on the Clinton staff 

thought he appealed to young voters and had strong regional pull . On July 9, less than a 

week before the Democratic National Convention, Clinton and Gore made their first public 

appearance as a team. 

.... Bill and Al, with their blond wives and kids, stood out on the lawn at the 
mansion Side by side they suddenly look enormously attractive- far more 
potent than either had ever looked running alone 22 

Later, on the final night of the Democratic National Convention in New York, the 

broadcasted image of two happy families waving and smiling at each other and at the 

convention center throng, had electrifYing appeal across a wide spectrum of voters. The 

Clintons, the Gores and their children looked young and energetic, especially when Hillary 

and Tipper Gore danced about the stage together, laughing and hugging family members and 

each other to the beat of the Clintons' favorite song, Fleetwood Mac' s, "Don 't Stop Thinking 

About Tomorrow" 

The strategists also bombarded the public with the images of Clinton the focus and dial 

groups had found most favorable . Although afterward much fun was poked at candidate 

Clinton ' s long, taped biographical interlude, it apparently had the desired effect on voter 

perception. A few weeks before the convention, Clinton had only a quarter of the total vote, 

according to polls; afterward, he took the lead by more than a ten point margin that quickly 

rose to twenty-four points23 

Now that Clinton was the Democratic nominee, the strategists again decided to try to 

broaden the voting base, capitalizing on how young he was compared to the other 
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candidates This time, they targeted the notoriously non-voting young. Clinton already had 

been pushing for the coveted youth voting block, with strategies such as his media-grabbing 

saxophone-playing television appearance on Arsenio. 

After the convention, in conjunction with the Democratic National Committee, 

Clinton ' s organizers began appealing to young voters to register. They created voting

incentive commercials for MTV and other youth-oriented programming and encouraged 

registration and voting on college campuses across the nation. Voter registration did, in fact , 

rise well among the young, who registered in record numbers. Since Clinton was getting so 

much free press, he eventually canceled two of three "town meeting" forums scheduled to 

air on costly network television. 2~ 

After the convention, Clinton ' s strategists seized on the apparent chemistry between 

the Clintons and Gores, putting into action another of the specifics in their long-range plan. 

They sent the candidates out on "dates with the American people." With the Gores 

alongside, they turned into "double dates," especially on a series ofbus tours they began in 

August 25 Planned before the convention, the tours were to be a means of getting close to 

the people. An unexpected bonus was that the press, especially the local press, loved them. 

Local journalists, who could not afford to fly with the candidates, suddenly had the chance 

to see the candidates in person. Local radio stations kept tabs on the schedule, airing it early 

and updating it regularly As a result, the candidates drew huge, enthusiastic crowds. 

Clinton and Gore fed off the enthusiasm and returned it The tours also brought the 

candidates into the domestic sphere via the media Voters, especially female voters, almost 

certainly identified more with the televised family-team effort than they would have with the 
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candidates- just two men in gray suits- stumping on their own. The effort gave a national 

presidential campaign the flavor of a local election, one where polls were showing voters 

thought they might make a difference 

As the election drew near, Clinton began to coast on his electoral lead. Although he 

had picked up some ofPerot's supporters when the Texan dropped out ofthe race in July, 

he lost some of that support when Perot returned Late in the campaign, Bush finally hit his 

stride and began moving up in the polls. Clinton returned to hard campaigning 2 6 

In spite of the likelihood he would win the election, Clinton, known for his single

minded determination, strong will and indefatigable nature, pushed to the very last, winding 

up the campaign with an exhausting forty-eight hour tour that covered five thousand miles 

and fourteen cities He began in Cincinnati on Sunday morning, headed east to Pennsylvania 

and New Jersey, south to Texas, west to New Mexico and Colorado, and finally landed in 

Little Rock at 10:30 a.m. Tuesday, November 227 

By day' s end, William Jefferson Blythe Clinton was president-elect 

Purpose of the Study 

As we have seen, Bill Clinton was a serious candidate for president from the 

beginning. Once the decision to run was made, his central problem was to attract the 

attention of party leaders, party delegates and the media as a serious, viable candidate. For 

the general election, he similarly had to convince voters. 

Gaining that attention and maintaining it favorably is the essence of image projection 

Political observers and scholars have argued that presidential campaigns stand or fall on the 

basis of image, particularly since the advent of telecommunications. The primary job of 
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campaign strategists is to help their candidate project that image in a way that suits the 

preconceptions of a searching public while still maintaining, to some degree, position 

integrity. Strategists consciously use the media as a tool to aid their candidates in building 

the preferred image Clinton ' s campaign organizers attempted to use that tool to its fullest 

in the hope of making their candidate appealing to the majority of voters, the ultimate goal 

of most election campaigns 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the rhetoric in a representative sampling of 

Clinton's campaign speeches in order to determine if changes in the strategy of his campaign 

are manifest after they were implemented in the spring of 1 992. The question of whether the 

altered image helped Clinton win the election is too complex to consider here. However, this 

analysis may contribute both to further research on Bill Clinton' s 1992 campaign in 

particular and to campaign, election and presidential studies in general. 

This paper is divided into four chapters. This chapter offers a chronological 

description of the campaign from the time Clinton fell in the polls to the election, and a 

purpose statement The second chapter reviews the literature about political campaigns and 

the presidency, and describes the methodology employed in this study. The third chapter 

offers a brief description of Clinton' s campaign team, a summary of each of the ten speeches 

evaluated in this study, and statistical and qualitative analyses of them. The last chapter 

offers a summary of this paper, my conclusion, and some suggestions for further research . 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY 

Literature Review 

Overview of Presidential Campaigns 

Some elements of campaign technique are as old as politics, but campaigning as we 

know it today began when candidates gradually came to understand the potential offered by 

modern technology. Around the turn of the century politicians began to use the skills of 

publicity specialists in their campaigns, according to Stanley Kelley, Jr , in Professional 

Pubic Relations and Political Power. 

Kelley presented case studies demonstrating that what once was unusual- using 

professional advertisers and public relations specialists in political campaigns- had by 1952 

come to be regarded as necessary for any serious candidate for national office. Before that, 

the public relations field was in its infancy. Political public relations most often were 

handled by journalists working as press agents for candidates. 1 Within a few short decades, 

firms catering solely to political publicity needs sprang up and grew quickly. 

In 1952, the campaign of Dwight David Eisenhower was the first to make use of 

television, just becoming routinely available in American homes. The Eisenhower plan 

borrowed greatly from advertising technique. The plan was thorough but broad, covering 

such basics as the types of speeches to be given, to the outlining of campaign trips and 
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rallies. 2 The Eisenhower campaign team made a concentrated effort to minutely plan public 

relations for the entire campaign, from the innovative use of television and radio to comic 

book art. They realized television let them send a campaign message to the nation ' s voters 

while addressing a local audience. 3 

Eisenhower' s victory was expensive, however Campaign expenditures rose 

dramatically with the perceived necessity of purchasing expensive air time The month after 

the election the total cost of the campaign was estimated by a congressional committee 

investigating presidential campaign finances to be greater than $80 million. Kelley quoted 

Neil Staebler, chairman of the Michigan Democratic Party in 1952, who accurately 

prophesied the developing situation in a letter to the congressional committee. 

I suggest to the committee that our major problem comes from the modern 
development of the mass media of communication. These media are expensive 
and grow more so all the time ... [they] are not merely expensive but for them 
have been developed new advertising techniques, requiring professional skills 
that are also expensive .... If present tendencies continue, our Federal elections 
will increasingly become contests not between candidates but between great 
advertising firms 4 

Media specialists were slow to be taken advantage of by politicians because 

politicians were slow to recognize the enormous impact of the electronic media on the 

public, particularly television Many political public relations specialists still were press 

agents and they dealt with just that- the press. The medium of radio and the newer medium 

of television were areas of which they had little comprehension; neither were they well-

schooled in the art of persuasion. 5 

Almost two decades after Kelley ' s work appeared, Nelson W Polsby and Aaron 

Wildavsky released a study encompassing changes that occurred in the intervening years, 
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Presidential Elections Contemporary Strategies ofAmerican Electoral Politics. They broke 

down the process of presidential campaigning into the components of voters, interest groups, 

parties, the rules in effect for counting votes, fiscal concerns, information control and the 

steps involved in the nomination and election process. 6 

In the general election, most people do not vote for or against a candidate based on a 

specific policy or issue. Their votes are unlikely to change even if a candidate should alter 

his or her issue-oriented campaign strategy. 7 Resources available to the two major parties 

are distributed unevenly and require different strategies to gather because they come from 

different sources. Polsby and Wildavsky cite the primary resources as money, control over 

information and the presidential office. 8 

The financing of a presidential election requires hefty funding . The money is spent 

in two phases before the nomination, with federal subsidies supplementing funds raised by 

candidates; and after the nomination, when federal subsidies supplied to the major parties 

are the only monies used by the candidates. However, political action committees (PACs) 

are not considered part of a candidate' s campaign plan but independent of it Expenditures 

by them endorsing a candidate are not subject to federal limitations. As such, PAC money 

has become more important as elections have grown more expensive9 

Control over information, always fundamental , is crucial when campaign funds are 

limited. Access to information is especially significant during the primaries, because it helps 

voters become familiar with candidates who are less known, and familiarizes them with each 

candidate ' s position on major issues. It allows them to follow a campaign' s progress and 

helps campaign strategists control the participation of others in the campaign Polsby and 
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Wildavsky divide issues presented in the media into two categories, either of which may 

have an impact on a campaign 

The sheer number of different issues that may become relevant during a 
presidential campaign may either neutralize or intensify the influence of the 
press, depending on whether they are "pocketbook" issues that are grasped with 
relative ease by voters or "style" issues that owe their existence as issues to the 
attention paid them by the mass media.10 

Newspapers may have an impact during an election, but television is by far the more 

influential medium. Because of its pervasive influence, television is a strong determinant 

of who eventually will be nominated by a party. Television exposure helps the electorates 

at the primary level choose delegates to the national convention. 11 Media attention in the 

primaries is of special importance, because a candidate simply cannot gain convention 

delegates without it. This necessity virtually requires a candidate to form a campaign 

strategy centered on television. Before television coverage of primary elections was 

introduced, nominations were controlled by state party leaders . The involvement of media 

has shifted power to primary electorates and candidates.12 

The presidency as a resource is primarily advantageous to the incumbent, agam 

because of exposure in the media. The incumbent usually has the advantage of being able 

to select the issues ofthe campaign, to some extent. 13 

Although communication has become ever faster, thanks to modern electronics, the 

process of gaining the presidential nomination has become more drawn out. Polsby and 

Wildavsky attribute this to "changes in the rules governing the conduct of candidates, 

activists, and party regulars in the pre-primary period, during the actual delegate selection 

phase, and at the national party conventions themselves " 1
-l The rule changes coincided with 
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an increase in the number of individuals seeking public office, which has resulted in recent 

years in more state primaries. More primaries has meant that candidates must persuade that 

many more voters, which takes more time and so has lengthened the nomination process. 

The new rules also govern how money may be raised and how it may be used, limiting the 

ability of unknowns to join the race . By entering primaries, candidates can at once gain 

attention, seek delegates, and search for funding that the government then will match.15 

Candidates must try to capture as much positive attention as they can, especially in the 

early primaries, in the hope of turning high-profile visibility into votes. News repre

sentatives play a pivotal role in the process because they give publicity only to those 

candidates they view as serious contenders for the election. Journalists look at how a 

campaign is organized, including the qualifications of the individuals the candidate is hiring 

for his or her campaign staff 16 

The media tend to concentrate their news coverage, which, from the point of view of 

the candidates, is precious free publicity, on the front runners in the early primaries. In turn, 

the outcome of the early primaries affects the later primaries, all of which determines who 

the candidates for the major parties will be. The importance of primaries in today' s elections 

cannot be overemphasized. "It could be said that primaries are more important than general 

elections because primaries do more to limit the choices available to voters ." 17 

Campaign Themes and Candidate Images 

By 1970, when Dan Nimmo wrote The Political Persuaders, political campaigns were 

thought to be little more than extravagant exercises in political prestige, with doubtful 

influence on voters. The prevailing theme at the time was that voters, four-fifths of whom 
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then were party loyal, tended to vote for their party's candidates. (Even independents tended 

to vote far more often for a candidate in one of the major parties than for an independent 

candidate.) In addition, two-thirds of the voters had made their decision before the 

campaign, with those most party loyal most likely to have decided early 18 

Nimmo defined a campaign as either an individual or group activity organized for the 

purpose of changing the behavior of a larger group of people within a specific context. 19 His 

basic arguments were that campaigning is not unique to politics, but rests on a foundation 

of general communication techniques that political campaigns have the greatest effect on 

voters who are least interested in electoral politics, and that voters assess a candidate against 

previously held political beliefs. 20 

Campaigns have latent as well as overt functions, according to Nimmo, who referred 

to one of the latent functions as "a symbolic expression of popular will,"21 in which 

individuals gain a sense of control over political resources through their votes. Other 

communication theorists have suggested that this concept especially is evident in presidential 

elections, a point we will come back to later. 

Another latent function is to provide ground "for the development of political 

leadership "22 In this context, leadership is defined as a symbolic position in which 

individuals project their desires concerning a specific situation onto the chosen leader. "In 

this way [the candidate] reassures followers by personifYing an impersonal government and 

by symbolizing their desires and fears, aspirations and frustrations "23 The result is that 

campaigns are more concerned with appealing to the emotions of voters than to their senses 

of logic 
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A candidate should be attractive to the voter; that is, in possession of qualities the 

voter would deem as desirable for a political candidate, such as honesty, intelligence, and 

education Also considered would be the experience possessed by a candidate who has never 

held public office; and for an incumbent, his or her record . Other attributes necessary for 

a candidate are personal qualities, which include ambition, motivation, desire, and 

undistorted perception. Candidates should emphasize the agreed-upon positive aspects of 

their personalities, while downplaying less attractive characteristics, a process known as 

image projection.24 To achieve this a candidate needs experienced campaign managers and 

consultants, media and polling experts, and professional fund-raisers and speech-writers. 25 

Nimmo identified three phases of a campaign. The first is organizational, when the 

candidate selects and organizes the campaign staff and decides which issues the campaign 

will be founded upon. The next phase is adaptation, when the original concepts may be 

altered according to the needs of the campaign at any given moment The last phase is 

closing, when the candidate and supporting campaigners give their all in a last push to win 

the election26 

The setting for a campaign may play a larger part in a win than some analysts believe. 

One aspect just being noticed by political observers when Nimmo wrote The Political 

Per.s11aders was the now well-established gambit of campaign strategists of staging a media 

event The idea is two-fold; to generate publicity and to stage an event in such a way as to 

ensure that the resulting publicity reflects well on the candidate. The irony is that voters 

must not perceive it as staged, or it loses its effectiveness. 

Strategists also try to control the use of symbolism, using it primarily to focus voters ' 
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attention on issues the candidate wants to reinforce 27 They take into account the settings 

surrounding political events and choose them for effect. Settings and symbolism are used 

to promote some aspects of the campaign while downplaying others, the idea being to 

"identify the candidate with the most cherished traditions, rules and folk heroes of his party 

and of America. "28 

Defining the issues of the election also helps emphasize their candidate's strong points, 

while de-emphasizing the weak ones. In rhetoric, this takes the form of creating the 

campaign theme . "The purpose ofthe campaign is to simplify complex public issues into 

brief, clear, recognizable statements to the advantage of the candidate. "29 

When appealing to the emotions, the element of image becomes essential. Campaign

ers reason that most voters want the country run as they themselves would run it. Therefore, 

they seek someone like themselves for whom to vote, albeit an idealized image of 

themselves. Nimmo reasoned this image is most important in television, because it usually 

is through that medium the voters experience intimacy with the candidate. 30 

What the candidate most strives for is exposure in the mass media, especially 

television, because "it is tantamount to influence''3 1 To combine a strong campaign theme 

with exposure is to bring the candidate directly into the public eye. To stay there in a 

positive light is as close to guaranteeing a vote as campaign strategists may hope for. The 

campaign is aimed not at the committed of either side, but at the uncommitted, smce 

capturing the vote of the uncommitted voter is the ultimate goal. 

When a candidate makes a public appearance, it is to present a carefully prepared 

speech, adapted to the audience. There is less concern with actually addressing the issues 
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than with giving the effect of having the necessary skills and personality for the presidency. 

"In sum, candidates endeavor to communicate not substance, but style and image in their 

speeches "32 Again, formal speech-making occasions, rallies, press conferences, and casual 

social events are used primarily to give voters an impression of the candidate ' s personality, 

particularly if they can convey to the voters the idea that the candidate is capable of handling 

problems, especially complex problems. 33 

Television appearances are an especially favored means of bringing an unknown 

candidate into the public eye when that candidate is running against an incumbent, 

particularly during primary elections. "In the absence of anchoring partisan loyalties and 

clear-cut issues, most primaries degenerate into popularity contests between candidates who 

enter the campaign as relative unknowns "34 However, if a candidate is less than appealing, 

television may not be to his or her advantage. A presidential candidate conceivably can be 

seen for a minute or two every hour around the clock, especially with the advent of the "all-

news" channels, such as CNN. 

When producing their own footage, candidates try to create a compelling, attractive 

image that will encourage votes They strive for what Nimmo referred to as "contrived 

spontaneity" and "planned informality," achieved by "rehearsing ' extemporaneous' 

performances "35 Many apparently spontaneous moments can be edited to make the most 

attractive presentation of the candidates ' s personality. 

Ideally the candidate as a receptacle will be pleasant, not abrasive; have a clear, 
but not too specific, personality; be self-assured, even cocky, but not preten
tious; be articulate, but not erudite or glib; be courageous but also cautious; and 
appear handsome, but not too pretty. 36 

The ideal personality for television has three elements: on-camera pel:formance, perceived 
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political role, and personal qualities. Nimmo relates performance to "acting accomplish-

ments ." The political role is indicative of how well the candidates can handle any given 

situation. Finally, personal qualities refer to politicians' abilities to convey their emotions 

and elicit sympathetic notes from their audiences for those emotions. 37 

Polling is key to the maintenance of a candidate ' s image during a campaign. Before 

a campaign, polls may be used to help create a campaign theme. When the campaign is 

underway, polls are used to adjust and fine-tune the image as the campaign proceeds38 

Campaign Rhetoric and Strategy 

Following on the heels ofNimmo, in 1971 David L Swanson theorized an increased 

emphasis was being placed on image at the expense ofthe candidate' s message. 

Candidates have always sought to persuade the voters by the most effective 
means at their disposal, and images have always figured prominently in the 
evaluations of citizens who seek to abstract complex issues into simple terms 39 

To understand a campaign requires examining the intimate machinations of campaign 

strategy because "in the truest sense strategy formulation is the rhetoric of a political 

campaign "40 To do this necessitates an investigation of a campaign's broad strategies, its 

primary rhetorical themes as opposed to examining the minutiae of speeches, particularly 

speeches addressing specific issues or audiences . Swanson proposed that votes depend not 

on speeches, but on image. Consequently, the content of a speech may have little to do with 

itsfimction, which is how messages "serve in the broader strategy of the total campaign."41 

Often the real function of a half-hour speech is to create a sound bite or at least a mention 

on television news, especially the widely viewed evening newscasts. At that point, the 

function must be analyzed, to determine if it is appropriate to that moment in the campaign; 
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or, in other words, will it achieve its aim?42 

A grasp of the peculiarities of an American political campaign are essential to 

understanding how rhetorical acts contribute to the success or failure of a campaign. 

Swanson pointed out that rhetorical acts may not necessarily mean a candidate is trying to 

sway the audience through his or her persuasive abilities; again, it simply may mean the 

candidate is trying to gain that vital evening news air time A candidate ' s formal speech, 

covered by the media, often is less a forum for the discussion of issues and policies than a 

vehicle used to impress voters with that candidate's potential leadership ability. 

Swanson concluded that what the critic must determine in analyzing presidential 

rhetoric is two-fold first, the critic should divine what the actual function of a rhetorical act 

was meant to achieve; and second, the critic should try to judge if the aim succeeded. 

Finally, the critic should analyze the function itself in terms of how it fits into overall 

campaign strategy4 3 

Another aspect of campaign strategy, the conceptualization of image, was the driving 

force behind Dan Nimmo and Robert L. Savage's I 976 treatise, Candidates and Their 

Images. The main thrust of the study was an effort to understand what impact image alone 

has in the outcome of an election. Although they were ultimately inconclusive on the 

question, they decided image is a co-creation of the candidate and the voter, and that a 

candidate' s image consists of two parts, a political role and a stylistic role. They also 

determined that a candidate ' s image may change as the election proceeds.-l4 Nimmo and 

Savage defined image as 

... a human construct imposed on an array ~fperceived attributes projected by 
an o~ject, event or person. Such a definition summarizes our view that an 
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image is (1) a subjective, mental construct (2) affecting how things are 
perceived but also (3) influenced by projected messages .... For our purposes, 
therefore, the candidate's image consists of how he is perceived by voters, based 
on both the subjective knowledge possessed by voters and the messages 
projected by the candidate45 

The two roles-political and stylistic- involved in image projection of a candidate 

are further defined . Simply put, the political role refers to those things which are directly 

political in nature, described by Nimmo and Savage as "leadership, partisanship and issue 

traits ." The stylistic role encompasses non-political qualities of character, such as 

"personality and performance traits," noticed by voters through personal contact with a 

candidate, or by observing a candidate through the mass media The voters then compare 

this perceived image with their mental images of the perfect candidate. 46 

While the perfect candidate image does vary from voter to voter, in separate voter 

studies three traits consistently have been identified as fundamental Nimmo and Savage 

refer to them as role traits, and suggest they center on strength of leadership, integrity, and 

empathy. Voters want their candidates to give the appearance of being strong, in the obvious 

hope they will accomplish what they promised to during the campaign. Voters want their 

candidates to be honest, because they want to believe what they are told . Finally, voters 

want their candidates to have empathy with them, to understand their needs and desires. 47 

Candidates, in turn, try to project those attributes preferred by voters This procedure 

is complicated by the fact that like and dislike of each candidate on the part of each voter is 

the single strongest indicator of how that individual will vote. If no image strikes the voters 

strongly enough to elicit a vote for a particular candidate, the voter's "partisan self-image 

takes over," meaning that he or she then will vote with his or her party48 
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Politicians and Political Parties 

Benjamin I. Page's 1978 study, Choices and Echoes in Presidential Elections, 

concentrated on politicians and political parties, unlike most previous work, which centered 

on the voter. Choices made by voters are based, obviously, on those choices ~ffered to 

voters . He also suggested the behavior of politicians and voters is interactive, one having 

a direct effect on the other4 9 Page' s work was based on economic theories because: 

Economic theories seek to explain or predict man ' s behavior in terms of his 
purposes. They make explicit assumptions about people ' s goals and about their 
beliefs concerning how best to attain those goals . The theories then predict that 
people will behave in ways designed to achieve the assumed goals in the light 
of the beliefs. 50 

Page made the simple assumption that presidential candidates and party leaders are 

goal-oriented. His research indicated that both parties tend to promote candidates who are 

moderate on the issues, thus closer than not to the policy of the opposition. Party cleavage 

issues, those issues which over time help form a party' s identity, showed candidates tend to 

be in agreement with their respective parties. On those specific issues candidates tend to be 

either more liberal or more conservative than the general public, depending on their party. 

Also on matters of policy, candidates usually remain consistent throughout the campaign, 

neither changing policies outright nor generally being inconsistent about them. 51 However, 

their policy proposals are ambiguous . Candidates seek the broadest voter base possible, so 

divisive policy stands are not seen as advantageous. Most campaign rhetoric revolves 

around "goals, problems, and past performance " 52 The confusion of the voting public is not 

self-induced, but stems from the ambiguity of campaign rhetoric. 53 

Of particular interest, more policy voting occurs when a third-party candidate is 
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runnmg. "When clearer choices are offered, more citizens cast issue-oriented votes"54 

When candidates' stands are divisive and voters are able to make their selections more on 

the basis of issues, such voting may be thought, erroneously, to stem from party loyalty. 55 

Interest in the election process rises as well , again because choices appear clearer to voters 

In the selection of a president, described by Page as the "selection of a benevolent leader," 

the individual personalities of the candidates play an essential role . The parties tend to select 

a nominee with the most desirable personal traits, and the voters then choose the candidate 

with the preferred personality. 56 

The nomination process was described by John H. Kessel in Presidential Campaign 

Politics, first issued in 1980, since revised . Kessel delineated four stages ofthe nomination 

process which he labeled "Early Days, Initial Contests, Mist Clearing, and the Convention 

Stage. "57 In the Early Days stage, the initial decision to run for president is made, followed 

by the question of when to begin organizing the campaign and start fund raising, then 

proceeds to the carrying out of those plans In the Initial Contests phase candidates for the 

nomination are pitted against one another in early primaries, and work hard to draw attention 

to their campaigns The Mist Clearing stage is the least well-defined . When it is reached, 

less serious contenders essentially drop out of the race, while serious candidates concentrate 

on gaining delegates . The Convention Stage is when the nominee is chosen, which then 

allows the voting public to focus on the party' s candidate, the selection of a running mate, 

and the issues . 58 

Kessel identified two fundamental models of contested presidential nominations one 

is when two determined rivals vie for the nomination from the Early Days through the 
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Convention. The other is when several candidates fight for the nomination until one 

candidate pulls ahead, usually in the Mist Clearing stage. 59 

The candidate ' s campaign rhetoric needs to be understood within context, Kessel 

noted, or it is meaningless. He defined context as having two factors the first is structural 

context, which includes the make-up of the candidate ' s supporters and the voters the 

candidate is trying to reach. Decisions the candidate makes on what "to do and say" are 

derived from that context, i.e ., trying to "maintain the approval of the supporting coalition 

and win votes at the same time."60 

The second factor is temporal context, essentially at what stage during the course of 

the election the speech is given, whether during planning, early in the campaign, during a 

strategic adjustment, or in the final stage. Candidates also must be concerned about historic 

context, that is, which issues of the day a candidate may want to address. A candidate' s 

rhetoric also is limited by strategic constraints, which Kessel identified as internal 

constraints, external constraints, and temporal constraints6 1 Internal constraints are based 

in the desires of a candidate' s supporters . To offend one's supporters is to risk losing them. 

External constraints arise from flaws within the campaign staff, inexperience being the most 

common; from the attempt to sway certain voters, often those of the opposition; and from 

limits incidentally imposed by the opposition through their actions . Temporal constraints 

are those created by a lack of time, since there is little time from the inception of a campaign 

to the election. 62 

The basic campaign speech is not written as such but "evolves." It usually is a mix 

of crowd-pleasing lines founded on the candidate' s campaign theme. It becomes repetitious 
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partly for convenience and partly to drive home the candidate ' s message to each audience 

of potential supporters63 Major speeches are more carefully planned and executed. They 

involve the candidate, the speech writer, and campaign strategists . Usually a speech will be 

put through several drafts until the candidate is satisfied 64 The usable ideas are limited . An 

idea for a campaign speech must go through three levels of acceptance first , it must appeal 

to the candidate' s supporters and targeted voters, as determined by polling; second, it must 

be consistent with the candidate ' s known stands on issues; and last, it must suggest only 

tactics that can be carried out with available means. 65 

One trend in modern campaigns is associated with advances in technology that have 

lessened a candidate ' s dependence on party affiliation and cooperation A candidate ' s 

support used to trickle down from the national to the local level, not vice versa. Today 's 

combination of mass media, rapid transport, and skillful polling has made it easier for 

candidates to take their messages directly to voters . One result has been a weakening of 

party power over the national politics of a presidential campaign In other words, even when 

paid for by matching federal funds, the campaign is controlled by the candidate, not the 

party66 In particular, Kessel noted : 

The changes in communication techniques have also shifted power on the 
national level away from generalists and into the hands of specialists . It is 
sometimes said that these technological changes have diminished the influence 
of politicians. A better interpretation would be that power has shifted to 
different types of politicians- those who have mastered the use of media and 
polling.67 

In 1980, in The Road to the White House , Stephen l Wayne observed that the process 

of selecting a president has changed since the Constitution was written . It has become 

"more contentious, more circuitous, more structured, and more expensive. "68 The question 
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of expense is important because it has a direct effect on campaign rhetoric, specifically 

where and when a candidate speaks, as well as what the candidate may want to say. The 

general effect ofthe Federal Election Campaign Act has been to equalize the spending of the 

major parties during the general election campaign, not spending during primary elections. 

Ironically, the national parties derive little benefit from the legislation because the funds go 

to the candidates, not the parties. 69 

Limited funding has forced the candidates themselves to be more prudent, to try 
to exercise more central control over their finances, and to reach the largest 
possible audience in the most cost-effective way- usually through television.70 

Wayne pointed out the electorate directly affects not just the election but campaign 

strategy as well . Although partisanship still has the greatest effect on voters, that effect has 

decreased over time. The traditionally larger Democratic Party has suffered losses while the 

smaller Republican Party has grown, which may be partly attributable to a shift in population 

from the largely Democratic industrial northeast to the more Republican south and west 

Since the 1960s, the audience candidates try to reach also has become smaller in 

proportion to the population. The decline of partisanship has paralleled a growth in use of 

the media by candidates anxious to reach directly their own party and party-impartial voters 

alike . The result is that the images and issue stands of the candidates have become 

increasingly important in a presidential election. 7 1 

Beginning in 1968, the Democratic Party has sought to reform the way delegates for 

the national convention are chosen. State laws define how delegates are selected, but the 

procedures also must conform to general guidelines and rules established by the national 

party. The net result is the delegate selection process is not as easily controlled by state 
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party leaders, although they still play a major role. 72 For candidates running in primaries, 

the changes have demanded they create a comprehensive campaign earlier, raise funds 

earlier and spend them earlier, keep close watch on public opinion and make themselves as 

appealing as possible to the public. Wayne noted two effective models that have met the 

criteria-the come-fi'om-nowhere technique of little known candidates, and the early 

knockout strategy of the better known candidates. 73 

For the well-known front runners, the strategy is simply to establish a strong lead and 

keep it effectively knocking out the competition. For the less-known or virtually unknown 

candidates who concern us here, the goal of the come-from-nowhere approach is to establish 

recognition and credibility quickly, then go on to build momentum. Recognition comes 

through exposure in the media to candidates successful in early primaries, while momentum 

is built through winning successive primaries. 74 

After the initial decision to run is reached, the most important consideration a 

candidate can make is how to design a general campaign strategy. It is based on three 

elements the attitudes and perceptions of the electorate; the reputation and image of the 

candidate; and the geography of the Electoral College. In formulating a strategy on how to 

deal with the reputation and image of the candidate, the campaign organization must prepare 

a basic appeal, which consists of two elements the candidate' s partisan affiliation and party 

issues, and the candidate' s personal attributes. 

Until the administration of Ronald Reagan, party issues fell relatively neatly into 

separate camps, with Democrats traditionally stressing economic issues, while Republicans 

concentrated on foreign policy and national security75 This is much less true today. 
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Relative world peace and a declining standard of living in this country have made the parties 

more competitive on economic issues. Trying to display personal attributes, particularly 

leadership, is easier for an incumbent than a challenger. Simply holding the office is usually 

viewed as sufficient proof of leadership ability, while incumbency also means a candidate 

seeking reelection has ready access to media exposure. 76 The most important image traits 

for a challenging candidate to convey are twofold those of strong leadership and personal 

empathy. 77 Showing personal traits is effected primarily through the media, because the 

media are far more intent on conveying a sense of the personalities of the candidates than 

their stands on issues. 

Although candidates do not have control over news coverage, their aides may 

influence reporting by timing the release of information, by staging activities, and by 

allowing reporters access to candidates. Studies on voters have suggested that media, 

television in particular, have the greatest impact on undecided voters, and that their 

conclusions are based less on issue stands than on the images of the candidates. 78 

Electoral Politics and Political Involvement 

Barbara G. Salmore and Stephen A Salmore explored electoral politics in general in 

1985 in Candidates, Parties, and Campaigns. Much of their research may be applied to 

presidential campaigns They distinguish between the differing needs of challenger and 

incumbent . How well a challenger is known plays a critical role in that candidate' s ability 

to gather supporters, establish a strong campaign organization, and get financial backing. 

A candidate's reputation may come from previous campaigns and, if the candidate is elected, 

how that person was perceived while holding office. 79 
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The incumbent has three major advantages recognition, money, and time. To become 

credible, a challenger for any office must negate these advantages The challenger must 

acquire recognition quickly, and must turn the incumbent's recognition into a negative rather 

than a positive factor, must raise campaign funds, and must begin early to build an 

organization and form a campaign strategy. A challenger who fails to achieve all this by 

early fall probably already has lost the election. 80 

The key task with which the members of a campaign organization must wrestle is the 

delivery of a message capable of convincing a majority of voters that their candidate is the 

best one. To be successful, the candidate must promote themes or issues voters will find 

more convincing than those of his or her opponent. 81 The campaign theme is the foundation 

upon which a successful campaign is built. Without such a theme, a campaign probably will 

faiL Today, merely belonging to a political party does not guarantee a theme upon which 

a candidate may base a successful campaign Particularly at a national level, most party 

platforms are complex, with many issues vying for the attention of voters. The key to a 

campaign theme is the simplification of issues in favor of the candidate It follows, then, that 

the candidate quickly and publicly should determine the issues of the race, before either the 

opponent or voters take that advantage. It is through talking about selected issues that a 

candidate may express personal qualities, which in turn contribute to building an image. 82 

Campaign strategists divide issues into two camps, position issues and personal issues. 

Personal issues, such as leadership ability or trustworthiness, although fundamental to the 

campaign, must be expressed through positional or substantive issues, such as a candidate ' s 

stand on domestic or foreign policy83 However, the two may overlap For example, it is 
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unlikely any candidate in any campaign for public office has ever come out in favor of 

crime. The question then shifts from the issue of crime to the question of which candidate 

possesses the personal attributes most likely to contribute to solving the problem. Positional 

issues in and of themselves tend to put candidates in opposition, which offers the strategical 

advantage of distinguishing candidates from each other. 

In the past, themes were set by party leaders, but the more sophisticated technology 

of recent years has left the task in the hands of pollsters and media consultants . "The two 

work closely together, for the pollster ' s findings determine the message media consultants 

design ."84 Whatever theme the candidate chooses, it is critical that it "not offend reality "85 

That is, chosen themes must depict the candidate in a way persuasive to voters, but not 

depict the opponent in a negative way that is unconvincing. The themes should be few and 

should suit both the situation and individuals in a given race. Very generalized themes will 

not serve the purpose. 86 Three specific criteria can be used by strategists to establish 

effective campaign themes whether the candidate is an incumbent or challenger, the office 

the candidate is seeking, and "the role of broad national trends . " 87 We will deal here only 

with the circumstances inherent to challengers. 

Challengers usually face two demands, those of diminishing the appeal of their 

opponents while increasing their own If a challenger decides to deal with only one or the 

other, that candidate probably will lose 88 The office the candidate is seeking is significant 

in terms of whether it is an executive or legislative position. When the office is an executive 

position, such as the presidency, a campaign organization stresses the leadership qualities 

of its candidate. When the office is legislative, campaign strategists emphasize their 
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candidate ' s policy positions. Candidates must defend if they are incumbents, and attack if 

they are challengers. 89 A challenging presidential candidate should show he or she is more 

in touch with national trends than the incumbent, and should make differing ideological and 

issue stances, and the benefits to be derived from them, clear to voters90 

Methodology 

We have looked at how presidential campaigns generally function, and have surveyed 

theories concerning the specific aspects of campaign themes and strategy, candidate images 

and campaign rhetoric, and the interrelationships between them In the third chapter, Bill 

Clinton ' s campaign rhetoric is evaluated in light of this research 

The primary material used for this study are several of Clinton' s speeches chosen 

because they bridge the time frame in question- from early in the campaign to shortly after 

the nomination. The speeches selected to represent Clinton ' s rhetoric before the Manhattan 

Project was conceived include his announcement speech, given in Little Rock, on October 

3, 1991 ; three major speeches centered on his "New Covenant" theme, given October 23 , 

November 20 and December 12, 1991 , in Georgetown University; and an address given to 

the Foreign Policy Association on April 1, 1992, in New York. 

The speeches chosen to illustrate Clinton ' s rhetoric after the Manhattan Project was 

implemented include an address to the Conference of Mayors on June 22, in Houston; the 

nomination speech given at the Democratic National Convention on July 16, in New York 

City; a stump speech delivered in conjunction with AI Gore on July 22, in St. Louis; a stump 

speech given on July 23 , in Houston; and an address to the World Affairs Council on August 

13, in Los Angeles. 
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We made note in the first chapter of what the Clinton campaign organization 

discovered through focus groups. Are differences evident between speeches Clinton gave 

before the Manhattan Project compared to those he gave after? A modified content analysis 

should help determine the answer. If differences are evident, we then must ask, how did the 

strategists implement the changes? We will attempt to formulate answers to this question 

based on the research described in the preceding literature review 

Therefore, we will look at the symbolism and appeals to emotion m Clinton's 

speeches, as suggested by Nimmo We will search for the primary rhetorical themes, as 

proposed by Swanson, then see how they fit into the campaign strategy and "evolved," 

according to Kessel's theory. An effort will be made to divine how Nimmo and Savage ' s 

three significant role traits-leadership , integrity, and empathy-were conveyed in the 

speeches. We will consider Page ' s idea of consistency and ambiguity on matters of policy. 

Particularly useful for this analysis are Kessel ' s theories. In the first chapter, we 

borrowed his concept of structural context to determine who Clinton ' s supporters were, and 

whom he needed to reach to broaden his appeal. Kessel's other contextual consideration, 

historic context, will be used to place each speech within the campaign chronology. His 

theory of strategic constraints helps us to identify the internal, external, and temporal 

constraints within which the speeches were composed and delivered As Kessel also 

mentioned, there are a limited number of usable ideas for campaign speeches. We will 

employ his three levels of acceptance-appeal , consistency, and tactics- to analyze these 

selected speeches. Finally, we will look at Clinton' s speeches to see what effort he made to 

reverse George Bush' s incumbent advantages, as suggested by Salmore and Salmore 
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CHAPTER3 

CLINTON'S CAMPAIGN RHETORIC 

In late August 1 991, Bill Clinton had reached the biggest decision of his political 

career- he would run for president Although it was a formidable decision, he went into it 

with the confidence of a politician who had lost an election only once and was determined 

not to lose another. 

At the age of forty-five, Clinton had served Arkansas as governor for twelve years, 

although not twelve consecutive years . He won the office of attorney general of Arkansas 

in 1976, and became the youngest governor in the country two years later. But in 1980 he 

suffered a re-election defeat, incidentally making him the youngest ex-governor. The 

consensus of political observers is that he tried to do too much too soon, in a state not noted 

for progressive thinking. It was a lesson that he apparently took to heart. 

He ran for governor again in 1982 and was re-elected. This time, he simplified his 

political goals and implemented them more slowly, staying in office for a decade. 

Governance was not the only political experience Clinton gained during those years; he also 

became a major player in the National Governors' Association, a non-partisan alliance of all 

fifty governors. It was in that climate that he ". began to use the rhetoric of the 

communitarian movement, which emphasized the responsibilities of citizens, as well as their 

rights ." 1 Some of the innovations implemented in Arkansas (and now being considered in 
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other states) include state revocation ofthe driver ' s licenses of adolescents who drop out of 

school, and the threat of damaging the credit ratings of parents who fail to pay child support. 

They were the type of ideas Clinton would bring to the presidential campaign. 

When Clinton reached his decision, it was one he had been bandying about since the 

1988 election. At that point, he decided against running, apparently because he thought his 

personal life would not stand up to close public scrutiny He already had admitted to 

infidelity, and was reluctant to expose himself and his family to a Gary Hart-type barrage 

of publicity and the inevitable questions of character that would surround it He decided to 

bide his time, guessing voters would become tired of elections centered around what many 

regarded as peripheral issues. He told friends he thought the 1992 election would center on 

the economy 

Although he needed national recognition, his first time in the national spotlight nearly 

spelled disaster, with a too-long speech delivered at the 1988 Democratic National 

Convention. It generated some negative publicity, and he tried to distance himself from the 

incident The Dukakis campaign team had written the speech, then handed it to Clinton at 

the last minute with a request he deliver it verbatim, which he did, to his later regret 2 

During the next four years, he talked to economic and political advisors. As he 

seriously began to consider running, one of his first goals was to rally support in Arkansas . 

When he was re-elected to office in 1990, he had promised the people of Arkansas he would 

serve a full term as governor, which would have taken him into 1994. He was anxious to 

find out if they would forgive him for breaking that promise and, more, support him in a race 

for the presidency. Reassured, he took the first preliminary step, forming a campaign staff 
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The Strategists 

Clinton already had several unofficial advisors. Foremost was hi s wife, Hillary, a 

lawyer with a national reputation in legal circles, and an advocate for children' s rights, 

national health care, and education She also was a very astute political player and had the 

ability to keep her politically meandering husband on a straighter course. 3 

The second advisor was Stanley B. Greenberg, head of a Washington-based polling 

firm for eleven years, who held a Ph D. in government from Harvard. Before joining the 

polling firm, he had taught political science at Yale for nine years . Greenberg already had 

worked with Clinton during his campaign for re-election as governor in 19904 

In September, Clinton formally hired his first campaign staff member, a former 

Dukakis campaigner named George Stephanopoulos. At thirty, Stephanopoulos was young, 

but already experienced and eager to work for a Democratic candidate for president. A 

Rhodes scholar like Clinton, he was working as an aide to House Majority Leader Richard 

Gephardt Stephanopoulos was excited about working on a presidential campaign, and had 

hoped Gephardt was going to run in 1992. When Gephardt declined to throw his hat in the 

ring, a disappointed Stephanopoulos resigned and took up Clinton ' s offer to become his new 

deputy campaign manager. 5 

A few weeks later, Clinton met with campaign consultants James Carville and Paul 

Begala. That summer, Carville and Begala had written a speech for Georgia Governor Zell 

Miller that concentrated on the economy and the middle class Miller had argued that the 

greatest concerns of the middle class after twelve years of Republican administration were 

economic, not the social issues of particular interest groups the Democrats had focused on 
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for a generation. It was an argument that dovetailed precisely with Clinton ' s conclusions. 

Carville and Begala were on the team 6 

Early in 1992, Mandy Grunwald, a specialist in the field, was brought in as media 

advisor. In addition, Clinton had a host of policy advisors, including Harvard economist 

Robert Reich and economist Robert J. Shapiro, vice president of the Progressive Policy 

Institute. As autumn deepened, the team found they were in accord on policy, but still were 

at a loss as to how Clinton could best get his ideas across to voters 

The Early Speeches 

The Announcement Speech 

On October 3, Clinton announced he would seek the Democratic nomination for 

president. He gave the announcement speech in the Old State House in Little Rock. He 

expressed the ideas that would become his rhetorical themes. 

• Individual opportunity coupled with personal social responsibility. 

• Corporate social irresponsibility during the Reagan-Bush years. 

• The importance of education and social service. 

• The value of hard work 

• The need to look to the future with optimism. 

• The need to pass the torch from the generation that fought World War II to the 
post-war baby boomers, and from the Republicans to the Democrats. 

• The importance of insuring the economic security of the middle class 7 

An actual count of key words and phrases used by Clinton throughout the ten speeches 

may be seen in Table I . Within the Announcement Speech, Clinton made twelve references 
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to the middle-class; eleven to opportunity; fourteen to responsibility; five to the baby boom 

generation; three to hope; and eight to change. Another critical word, new, was used eleven 

times . He used the term values, so recently associated with the right-wing conservative 

movement, only twice, once in conjunction with middle-class. 

Table 2 offers a count of the themes involved in the speech. Some were stated directly 

by him, such as the value of hard work or the need to reduce bureaucracy, while others were 

indirect, such as his references to women or himself In the Announcement Speech, Clinton 

made sixteen personal or biographical references to himself, far more than in any other 

speech, except his later nomination acceptance speech at the Democratic National 

Convention. He referred twenty times to the economy, and mentioned work ten, of which 

five references were to hard work He alluded, in a general sense, to people twenty-three 

times. Twice he cited the necessity of reducing bureaucracy, and he made four references 

to morals or ethics. Women were mentioned only once, when he briefly tackled the issue 

of abortion. 

Clinton began the speech by addressing the people of Arkansas, thanking them for 

letting him serve as governor for eleven years. It was a public, veiled reference to his broken 

promise to serve out his term as governor, and a public request for the support of Arkansas 

voters in his decision to seek higher office. He followed it by thanking his family, then 

launched into the body of the speech. 

I refuse to be part of a generation that celebrates the death of communism 
abroad with the loss ofthe American Dream at home. 

I refuse to be part of a generation that fails to compete in the global 
economy and so condemns hard-working Americans to a life of struggle without 
reward of security 8 
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Next, Clinton brought in the concept ofthe social responsibility of individuals. 

Over 25 years ago, I had a professor at Georgetown who taught me that 
America was the greatest country in history because our people believed in and 
acted on two simple ideas first, that the future can be better than the present; and 
second, that each of us has a personal, moral responsibility to make it so 9 

Then he outlined ideas he would return to again and again, almost without fail tying each one 

to the economy, the middle class, and social responsibility 

• National Security begins with economic security. 

• The Cold War is over, but not international threats to peace. 

• Foreign policy is intrinsically intertwined with domestic policy-politically, 
economically, and environmentally. 

• America must compete in the global marketplace to maintain a healthy economy. 

• Twelve years of Republican administrations are to blame for the bad economy. 

• The wealthy benefited from the economic policies of the Republican administra
tions at the expense of the middle class (i .e., the "trickle-down" theory of 
economics failed the majority of Americans) 

• Leadership was failing to address "the real problems of real people."10 

• Every young person should be entitled to a college or technical education loan 
from the federal government, but then must pay it back from a percentage of their 
income or by working in a national service program for a specified time. 

• The health care system should be reformed to make it more available to more 
people without overburdening taxpayers. 

• Boot camps should be created for first-time criminal offenders. 

• Welfare should be temporary and should lead to a job. 

• States should be given more authority to collect child support payments from 
parents. 

• Corporations bailed out on the middle-class and became part of the problem, 
instead of part of the solution. 
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At the end of the Announcement Speech, Clinton reiterated his beginning statements, 

emphasizing the need for unity between citizens and government. The final sentence built 

again on the themes of social responsibility, optimism toward the future, and the potential 

for change if voters were to put Clinton in office. "Together we can make America great 

again, and build a community ofhope that will inspire the world ." 11 

"The New Covenant Responsibility and Rebuilding the American Community" 

With more than a year until the election, Clinton began his campaign slowly, with a 

series of three position speeches delivered at Georgetown University that autumn. The 

setting was symbolic. Georgetown was Clinton ' s alma mater, but speaking in Washington, 

D.C. , also served the purpose of metaphorically placing him in the heart of national politics. 

He began his adult life beyond Arkansas when he went there to attend Georgetown, and he 

was beginning his political life beyond Arkansas there as well . 

The first speech centered on his primary campaign theme, that individuals must 

contribute to the well-being of society Although he had used the phrase New Covenant in 

his Announcement Speech, it became the banner phrase in the first Georgetown speech. 

Delivered October 23 , it enlarged upon the ideas he voiced in the Announcement Speech 

Clinton alluded again twelve times to middle-class, fourteen to challenges, nine to 

change, five to opportunity, and four to values. But the key words in this speech were 

re.~ponsibility and New Covenant, which he referred to thirty and twenty-nine times, 

respectively. An interesting development was his increased use of verbs with a re prefix, 

such as restore , renew, and rebuild, to indicate areas where he thought change should be 

implemented He used what we shall refer to as "'re " words fourteen times in this speech, 
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compared to four times in the Announcement Speech. 

Thematically, this speech differed in that Clinton' s personal references dropped to 

none, while his remarks about work more than doubled, to twenty-five, with hard work 

specified nine times . He made note of the economy fourteen times, mentioned morals or 

ethics five times, and made forty-two general references to people . He again said twice that 

bureaucracy should be reduced. Whereas Clinton said nothing about .\pecial interests when 

he announced, he made quite a point of them in this speech, bringing up the issue seven 

times. He made four inclusive references to women, but did not discuss women ' s issues 

specifically. 

Clinton opened the speech by noting that the Cold War was over and progress was 

being made in civil rights around the world He did not point out that these things occurred 

during the twelve years ofRepublican administrations. In 1968, Clinton earned a Bachelor 

of Science in Foreign Service from Georgetown, 12 which gave him an educational 

background in international relations, but he had no practical experience in foreign affairs. 

In the first few sentences of his speech, Clinton established the idea that domestic affairs 

should take precedence over foreign affairs He also made note of his degree, which served 

two purposes; it explained his connection to Georgetown, and the information allowed 

anyone to establish the nature of his education there . (Presumably Clinton had the press in 

mind on the latter point) The first few minutes of the speech echoed the first few minutes 

of the Announcement Speech. 

We should be celebrating All around the world, the American Dream 
- political freedom, market economics, national independence-is ascendant. 
Everything your parents and grandparents stood for from World War II on has 
been rewarded 
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Yet we ' re not celebrating Why? Because our people fear that while the 
American Dream reigns supreme abroad, it is dying here at home. We' re losing 
jobs and wasting opportunities. The very fiber of our nation is breaking down.13 

Shortly after this statement Clinton made mention of the campaign ofDavid Duke, a 

former Ku Klux Klansman, as a means of distancing himself from the racist heritage of the 

South, arguably a necessity for any Southern presidential candidate. In an effort not to 

alienate voters across the nation who might have sympathized with the issues raised by 

Duke, Clinton said support for Duke was brought on by the " ... resentment .. [of] . 

voters so desperate for change, they' ll support the most anti-establishment message . " In 

the next sentence, he used the situation to further emphasize what he saw as a need for social 

responsibility and citizen unity "We've got to rebuild our political life together before 

I demagogues and racists and those who pander to the worst in us bring this country down."14 

After establishing the context, Clinton spent the rest of speech describing problems 

and recommending policy, interspersed with calls for responsibility and unity Blame was 

placed on the Reagan-Bush administrations as often as possible Themes from the 

Announcement Speech were repeated and usually developed further. 

Each general topic was interspersed with criticism of Republicans, particularly of 

Reagan and Bush. The criticism invariably was tied to a charge of social irresponsibility on 

their parts. Following are two examples, the first near the beginning of the speech, the 

second toward the end 

There' s a hole in our politics where a sense of common purpose used to be. 
The Reagan-Bush years have exalted private gain over public obligations, 

special interests over the common good, wealth and fame over work and family . 
The 1980s ushered in a gilded age of greed, selfishness, irresponsibility, excess 
and neglect 
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For 12 years, this President and his predecessor have divided us against each 
other- pitting rich against poor, black against white, women against men
creating a country where we no longer recognize that we' re all in this together. 
They have profited by fostering an atmosphere of blame and denial instead of 
building an ethic of responsibility . They had a chance to bring out the best in 
us and instead they appealed to the worst in us15 

However, this speech was less concerned with policy than morale The overriding 

theme, always, centered on the social responsibility of individuals, peppered with an upbeat 

"can do" attitude. Clinton ended the speech by tying his specific ideas for change to a 

positive outlook for the future 

That's what our hope is today. A New Covenant to shoulder our common 
load. When people assume responsibility and shoulder that common load, they 
acquire a dignity they never knew before. When people go to work, they 
rediscover a pride that was lost When fathers pay their child support, they 
restore a connection that they and their children need When students work 
harder, they find out they all can learn and do as well as anyone else on Earth. 
When corporate managers put their workers and their long-term profits ahead 
of their own paychecks, their companies do well, and so do they. When the 
privilege of serving is enough of a perk for people in Congress, and the 
President finally assumes responsibility for American' s problems, we' ll not only 
stop doing wrong, we'll begin to do what is right to move America forward 

And that is what this election is really about- forging a New Covenant of 
change that will honor middle-class values, restore the public trust, create a new 
sense of community, and make America work again . 16 

"A New Covenant for Economic Change" 

Clinton's second speech at Georgetown, given November 20, concerned the economy. 

He also consistently attacked Bush and his predecessor throughout the speech The theme 

was the concern middle-class Americans had about the economy 

There was a noticeable shift in language during this speech The middle-class was 

referred to even more often, seventeen times, while re,\ponsibility and challenge were used 

only four times, and generation and hope just once each; but Clinton referred to opportunity 
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seven times, and change six. A new and important word, invest, cropped up fourteen times 

in this speech. Clinton had used invest before, but only casually, three times in the 

Announcement Speech and twice in the first Georgetown speech. New was used thirty-one 

times, five times in conjunction with New Covenant 

The themes of this speech were similar to the previous two, except that Clinton made 

sixty-four references to the economy, not inappropriate since it was the subject he was 

addressing. Although he mentioned work just fourteen times, nine (or two-thirds) of those 

references were to hard work. He reiterated the need to reduce bureaucracy five times, and 

mentioned special interests three times. He made thirty-four references to people, but only 

referred to women once. There was just one personal reference . Clinton began the speech 

with a strong appeal to the emotions of his listeners 

A better future for your generation- a better life for all who will work for it -is 
what this campaign is all about 

But I come here today convinced that your future-the very future of our 
country, the American Dream- is in peril. This country is in trouble. As I've 
traveled around this country, I've seen too much pain on people' s faces, too 
much fear in people' s eyes We 've got to do better17 

He then described several individuals he had recently met in New Hampshire who 

described their problems to him He followed with a direct attack on the Republican 

administrations, blaming them for "this awful national recession" 18 and the slowest growth 

ofthe economy since World War II. Democrats in Congress also were to blame, he said, for 

joining Republicans in supporting the aims of the White House. Clinton called for "a New 

Covenant for economic change, a new economics that empowers people." 19 

He proposed four general goals for presidential leadership in the economic sector. He 

said presidents should encourage economic opportunity for average Americans, advocate 
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government investment in the future, promote growth in the private sector, and champion 

American competition in the global marketplace2 0 

Clinton brought a new verb into this speech-empower, usmg it ten times. 

Government needed to empower citizens, he said. In Clinton's lexicon, empowerment meant 

that government should pave the way for individual involvement in the economic health of 

America, such as funding adult literacy programs and the pre-school program, Head Start . 

The idea of change was conveyed when he spoke three times of reinventing 

government, and thirteen times of investing in the future . Sixteen times he used various re 

words, for example reform, renewal, and restructure . Finally, he used new, a word 

commonly associated with the idea of change, twenty-eight times (of which five times were 

in conjunction with covenant, to the form the phrase New Covenant). Altogether, Clinton 

used sixty words or phrases to convey the concept of change. 

After fleshing out his ideas with details and examples, Clinton ended the speech by 

employing the sort of religious overtone so often associated with the religious right. 

This is not just a campaign. This is a crusade to restore the forgotten middle 
class, give economic power back to ordinary people, and recapture the American 
Dream. It is a crusade not just for economic renewal but for social and spiritual 
renewal as welL It is a crusade to build a new economic order of empowerment 
and opportunity that will preserve our social order and make it possible for our 
country once again to make the American Dream live at home and to be strong 
enough to triumph abroad 2 1 

"A New Covenant for American Security" 

The final Georgetown speech, presented December 12, was more specific on policy 

than the previous two speeches. Noticeably absent was some of the phrasing relied upon in 

earlier speeches For example, New Covenant was mentioned only once, out of twenty-eight 
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references to new. Clinton used new in a few instances to indicate recent events, such as "the 

new Air Force fighter and the Army' s new armored systems," and the "new European Bank 

for Reconstruction and Development" But new in most instances indicated an abstraction 

or the future, such as "a new vision," or "a new era," or "new thinking "22 

Clinton used rewords, for example remake, restructure , and reestablish, twenty times 

Hope was referred to only once, in the common phrase, "I hope "23 Challenge was 

mentioned eight times, and change seven. Opportunity was alluded to only once, 

re~ponsibility, and empower not at all . Either America, American, United States, or U.S. 

were mentioned forty-two times. 

During the campaign, whenever Clinton exclusively discussed foreign policy and 

national security, his speeches became more narrowly focused This is reflected in the 

thematic content of this first foreign policy speech. Work is used only once, in the context 

of the phrase "hard-working middle class Americans "24 He mentioned morals and women 

just once each, and made only one personal reference . There were eighteen allusions to 

people . Clinton used the opportunity presented by this speech to mention the economy 

twenty-five times, saying that a strong domestic economy is vital to a strong defense and 

important for international relations. 

Although this was a campaign speech, it would seem it was not designed for the 

general voting public. Discussing America' s role around the world, Clinton took the listener 

on a verbal tour of the world, from Mexico to Bosnia to China to South Africa. He spent a 

moment complimenting the incumbent on some of his foreign policy decisions, but most of 

the time thereafter castigating him. Clinton suggested two general policies for America' s 
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role in foreign affairs 

We face two great foreign policy challenges today. First, we must define a 
new national security policy that builds on freedom's victory in the Cold War. 
The communist idea has lost its power, but the fate of the peoples who lived 
under it and the fate of the world will be in doubt until stable democracies rise 
from the debris of the Soviet empire. 

And second, we must forge a new economic policy to serve ordinary 
Americans by launching a new era of global growth. We must tear down the 
wall in our thinking between domestic and foreign policy. 25 

Then Clinton outlined four premises of world politics in the post-Russian communism 

era, saying that the world will experience political instability from sources other than 

communism; that America must remain a military power, both for our own defense and to 

maintain global leadership; that technology has created much easier ways for individuals 

among developed nations to exchange information, which Clinton poetically referred to as 

"the irresistible power of ideas";26 and, finally, that global threats are not necessarily limited 

to military action, but include threats to the environment 

Based on these premises, he said the United States must pursue three goals 

restructuring the military; encouraging the growth of democracy worldwide; and " ... must 

reestablish America' s economic leadership at home and in the world ."27 He then spent 

several minutes delineating details of strategy and the defense budget Finally, Clinton 

suggested that our allies share more in the maintenance of peace around the world . 

As we restructure our military forces, we must reinforce the powerful global 
movement toward democracy 

... It should matter to us how others govern themselves Democrats don' t 
go to war with each other. 

Over time, democracy is a stabilizing force . It provides non-violent 
means for resolving disputes . Democrats do a better job of protecting ethnic 
religious and other minorities. And elections can help resolve fratricidal civil 
wars.28 
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Clinton offered suggestions for achieving this goal, calling them "an American foreign 

policy of engagement for democracy. "29 The policy hinged on two ideas; for one, to assist 

the former Soviet Union financially and politically; for another, to encourage global trade, 

because prosperity decreases political instability. 

Now we must understand, as we never have before, that our national 
security is largely economic. The success of our engagement in the world 
depends not on the headlines it brings to Washington politicians, but on the 
benefits it brings to hard-working middle-class Americans. Our "foreign" 
policies are not really foreign at all . 

. . . Today we need a President, a public and a policy that are not caught up 
in the wars of the past- not World Way II, not Vietnam, not the Cold War. 
What we need to elect in 1992 is not the last President of the 20th century but 
the first President of the 21st century. 30 

Speech to the Foreign Policy Association 

More than three months after the Georgetown speeches, on April I, 1992, Clinton 

delivered the next major speech evaluated in this study to the Foreign Policy Association, 

in New York City3 1 New was referred to twenty-three times, rewords fifteen, opportunity 

and values only seven times each, challenge six, and re.sponsihility and change just three 

times each. Either America, the United States, or the US. , on the other hand, were 

mentioned fifty-one times. 

Thematically, this address is very similar to the previous foreign policy speech . 

However, it is important to note that this speech was delivered more than four months later. 

It also was one of the last formal addresses Clinton made before his campaign adjustment 

Although it is even more detailed than the Georgetown speech, the common threads are 

evident. He made note of the economy, both domestic and foreign, sixteen times. There are 

nine general references to people, and one to work He made just two personal references, 
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but nevertheless that was more than twice as many as in the three previous speeches. 

The most interesting thing about this speech is the time frame, because it is telling of 

what was to come in Clinton' s campaign. He spoke to the Foreign Policy Association just 

as his campaign organization was beginning to alter the focus of the campaign. Although 

Clinton frequently had used the noun people both generically and specifically, in this speech 

he twice used a new phrase, putting people first. He made no mention of ethics or morals, 

reducing bureaucracy, .special interests, or women. 

Clinton also followed the basic pattern he had laid down in the Georgetown foreign 

policy speech. He concentrated more on the role ofthe United Nations in tandem with the 

United States and less on the domestic issue of downsizing the military and defense 

spending. Whereas in the Georgetown speech, Clinton ' s use of statistics focused on defense 

spending, in this speech most ofthe statistics involved foreign aid funding . The Georgetown 

speech emphasized the domestic attitude of the role of the United States in foreign affairs. 

This speech was far more global in scope, as evidenced by Clinton ' s frequent references to 

the UN. The basic points made and the structure of the two speeches are similar, however, 

as is the style. In the Georgetown foreign policy speech, Clinton ' s first sentence was a 

reference to being born "at the dawn of the Cold War." When speaking to the Foreign Policy 

Association he called himself "literally a child of the Cold War. "32 

This speech also was somewhat shorter than the Georgetown speech. It was tighter, 

with fewer statistics overall, going full circle thematically, from the opening paragraph 

Perhaps once in a generation history presents us with a moment of 
monumental importance. In the aftermath of World War I our country chose to 
retreat from the world, with tragic consequences. After World War II we chose 
to lead the world and take responsibility for shaping the post-war era. 
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To the closing paragraph: 

I am running for President and I am running hard . Yet at this unique 
moment, just as important as our choice of national leaders is our affirmation of 
international leadership. That is what is at stake in 1992. After World War II, 
in similar circumstances, our nation proclaimed its character with an historic 
pledge to defend, to build, and to lead . I am confident the American people 
stand ready to affirm that pledge again today. 33 

Throughout the speech, he continually attacked Bush ' s foreign policy. For example, 

he castigated Bush for being "overly cautious on the issue of aid to Russia "34 The speech 

centered on two basic ideas, with economics the foundation for both. First, that "we can ' t 

be strong abroad if we are weak at home," and second, that "America needs to organize and 

lead a long-term western strategy of engagement for democracy "35 

The Later Speeches 

"Putting People First" 

The first speech of the second set we will look at, those delivered after the Manhattan 

Project strategy change, was an address to the Conference ofMayors, in Houston, on June 

22 . Thematically, it centered almost solely on economics, although Clinton addressed the 

issues of crime and education, primarily as they correlated to funding . 

Noticeably absent from this speech were references to the New Covenant and 

re!)ponsihility, and he spoke of opportunity just once. Clinton mentioned the middle-class 

only twice; not surprising, given the audience. Re words were used eleven times, new ten, 

and change four. Clinton used America or United States twenty-seven times, of which four 

were in reference to a proper name, such as [!SA Today or The Rebuild America Coalition 

The most significant verb in this speech was invest, used- along with its noun form, 
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investment-twenty-one times. Clinton brought up his main theme, the economy, twelve 

times, referred generally to people seventeen times, and suggested the importance of putting 

people first three times. Clinton offered a personal note only once, but did not allude to 

ethics or morals, special interests, or hard work, although he once used the phrase "working 

poor "36 It is interesting that reducing bureaucracy was not a phrase he used before this 

particular group. Women were mentioned just twice, in reference to downsizing the military. 

There were some significant differences in this speech, compared to the earlier 

speeches . Of particular interest was the lack of direct attacks on George Bush and the 

Republicans . Instead, Clinton presented himself as the Washington outsider and laid blame 

on the Washington insiders who embraced "trickle-down" economics. 

Our country has been in the grip of a false idea And it has kept government 
from working for most people It is an idea which has been written into our law, 
and driven into our lives, not just by one party, but by both parties which 
permitted it to happen in the last decade. The idea was advanced by our 
presidents but has been ratified by our Congress, that if you just cut taxes on the 
wealthiest Americans and on our corporations at high incomes and got out of the 
way, they would invest, take care of all the rest, and we would grow. Well, it 
was a bad idea. And it hasn ' t worked that way37 

The basic premise was that government leaders, including those in municipal government, 

must work on " .. 'Putting People First ' ... It is the right idea, it invests in people and their 

jobs, and their education, and their health care. It calls for us to cooperate and win in a tough 

global economy "38 

Clinton limited his themes to those ofthe more narrow concerns of the mayors . Within 

those constraints, he touched on his ideas for the federal budget that would bring more funds 

to the municipal needs of infrastructure, Jaw enforcement, education, and social services. 

Some of the specifics he outlined were ideas noted in the earlier speeches, such as training 
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military personnel for civilian careers while the armed forces are being downsized. 

Clinton discussed, in rather more detail than in earlier speeches, the need to downsize 

the federal bureaucracy, and how he proposed to do it. He also touched on health care and 

the health insurance industry. He addressed the issue ofthe federal deficit, noting that the 

cuts in the federal budget he was recommending could add funds to put toward the deficit. 

But he did not believe all the money should go there 

I'll tell you why, because we have two deficits a budget deficit and an 
investment deficit. And we cannot grow this economy until we put people back 
to work, and until we invest in those things that will give us a high wage, high 
growth future We cannot do it 3 9 

For the rest of the speech, Clinton repeated the themes of a need to look at the future 

with optimism, the need for everyone to feel part of a community, and the idea that an 

investment in his presidency would be an investment in the future of the country 

"A Vision for America A New Covenant" 

On July 16, Clinton was voted presidential nominee for the Democratic Party. The 

acceptance address he gave at the Democratic National Convention in New York City that 

night, broadcast on national television, had the largest audience of any speech delivered 

during the campaign. The special circumstance of the speech was reflected in its 

composition Some words were used less often than in previous speeches. For example, 

empower was used only once and invest just four times. Clinton alluded to values seven 

times, which was more often than in previous speeches, and referred to opportunity and 

responsibility eight times each. Hope , mentioned judiciously in other speeches, was brought 

up ten times in this one, and change eleven times. The most often used words were new, 
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which he mentioned nineteen times, of which eleven were references to the New Covenant, 

and America or the United States, which he cited fifty-seven times . Surprisingly, the 

middle-class were mentioned only five times . 

In accordance with the revised campaign plan, Clinton's nomination speech was shot 

through with vignettes or observations about himself or his family, resulting in twenty-six 

personal or biographical references. He also mentioned the economy fourteen times. He 

twice made note of morals or ethics, twice called for the reduction C?f bureaucracy in 

government and the private sphere, and twice denounced special interests. Clinton referred 

to people eighteen times, but he specifically mentioned women seven times, referring 

variously to abortion, health care, and national service. He casually mentioned work five 

times, more carefully referring to hard work (or "working harder") five times. Finally, he 

made two emphatic references to putting people first. 

After acknowledging various Democratic leaders, Clinton began his speech on a 

positive note, with the themes of optimism for the future coupled with individual social 

responsibility "Tonight I want to talk with you about my hope for the future, my faith in 

the American people and my vision of the kind of country we can build, together." He ended 

the speech on the same theme. "I end tonight where it all began for me I still believe in a 

place called Hope. "40 

This speech is different from the earlier speeches in that Clinton inserts many more 

biographical details. In the previous speech, "Putting People First," he acknowledged his 

wife and mentioned playing the saxophone during a television appearance, but offered no 

other personal information In contrast, during this speech he talked about his childhood, 
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mother, grandparents, wife, and daughter. He mentioned personal details, such as the death 

of his father and the birth of his daughter, and managed to work in his educational 

credentials and political experience. 

Clinton attacked Bush and the Republicans roundly and consistently throughout, 

noticeably more so than in previous speeches He used more emotional language, saying 

Bush "wasted billions," and "took the richest country in the world and brought it down." He 

also used more emotional imagery, saying, "He has raised taxes on the people driving pick

up trucks, and lowered taxes on people riding in limousines. "41 

Clinton addressed the same issues as in earlier speeches, noted above, but in his 

acceptance speech he concentrated more on the emotional impact of issues on voters, and 

was less concerned with the sort of practical details, such as statistics, that would be more 

appropriate to a policy speech. 

Campaign Speech in Saint Louis 

After gaining the nomination, Clinton dove into the election campaign with his vice 

presidential nominee, Al Gore. They took to the open road in a highly publicized bus tour 

designed to gain national media and press attention while simultaneously making them more 

accessible to local media and press- and voters . When they were together, as they were on 

July 22, in front ofthe Saint Louis Main Library, Gore ' s task was to pump up the enthusiasm 

of the crowd and relate biographical details of Clinton ' s life before introducing him. 

Clinton ' s speech was about half the length of his customary addresses, but it still 

touched on most of the important issues, discussed in a simplified fashion, concentrating on 

their emotional pull. However, the speech was more disjointed than his earlier speeches, 
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lacking their careful construction. One must guess there was a twofold reason for this; for 

one, he had a lot of topical ground to cover, and for another, he would have had to respond 

to a crowd, as opposed to an audience 

The key words in this speech were America, which Clinton mentioned thirty-one 

times, and change, which he used eight. Hope, new, andre words were alluded to three 

times each, while invest was used twice, and responsible once. Entirely absent were New 

Covenant, opportunity, and challenge Clinton characterized the campaign as a crusade, a 

word he had used occasionally in previous speeches, but was especially significant in this 

speech because it so nicely symbolized the bus tour. 

Clinton had no need to talk about himself, because that task was handled by Gore's 

introduction. However, Clinton still pounded on the economy, citing it twelve times in a 

relatively short speech. He mentioned work eight times, and hard work three times . He 

pointed out the problem of.~pecial interests once, and the importance of putting people first 

four times There were no references to morals or ethics, reducing bureaucracy, or women, 

although he mentioned people sixteen times . Clinton lost no chance to attack Bush, less on 

specifics than in general terms. His criticism centered on the economy and twelve years of 

Republican economics. 

And what have they given us? The same old, tired idea, they are in the grip 
of a failed theory. They believe passionately that the only way for America to 
compete and win in the world is for us to become more unequal and more 
divided, keep taxes as low as possible on the wealthiest Americans, raise them 
on the middle-class, explode the deficit , and get the government out of the way. 

What has it brought us? More decline, more inequality, an America that is 
the mockery of the world . This year, they got their way-the top one percent 
of Americans control more wealth than the bottom ninety percent. Did it make 
us strong? No.-l2 
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He reassured the crowd that, "We have a plan. 'We' re gomg to give the 

government back to the people again We' re going to invest in jobs, and education, and 

affordable health care for all Americans, not just a few "'43 He spoke of shifting money from 

the defense budget, instead of raising taxes, and mentioned his plan to make a college 

education available to more young people. He consistently toed the middle line between 

liberal and conservative 

We think you can be pro-business and pro-labor. We think you can be tough 
on crime and, still, fair to all Americans. And we think you can preserve the 
environment and develop the economy, and the other side doesn ' t believe any 
ofthat44 

He emphasized social responsibility, hope for the future, and the need for change in 

government, especially federal government, then ended the Saint Louis speech with his most 

important theme, that this would happen only if voters put him in office 

So ifyou ' re sick and tired of the way it ' s been going, if you want people in 
control again, if you believe your country is still the greatest country in the 
world again, ifyou think we can compete and win again, if you ' re tired of being 
heartbroken when you go home at night, and you want a spring in your step and 
a song in your heart, you give Al Gore and I a chance to bring America back. 
We will lift the country up It's time for them to go, and time for us to rescue 
America.45 

"Making Our Streets Safe" 

The day after the campaign trail speech in Saint Louis, Clinton gave another stump 

speech, this time in Houston, again with Gore. The subject of the speech was crime and 

public safety, but Clinton also touched on his ideas in the areas of health care, drug abuse, 

and education. This speech was even more disjointed than the speech of the day before, 

again partly because he was trying to offer his position on several issues, but primarily 
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because he was standing outside City Hall in the rain and could not easily read his notes . 

Clinton turned the weather to his advantage, borrowing the metaphor for his speech, albeit 

perhaps unintentionally. 

I want to tell you that I came here today with a vision for America. Hey, 
calm down, everybody. It's raining, we're going to have to listen up or go in. 
I'll stay if you will . I'm willing to get wet to turn this country around, and I 
hope you are too . We've got to do it 

So I say to you, before we all drown, if you want a government that works 
for all the people, that puts the American people first, that believes we can 
compete and win again, that changes the way government operates in Washing
ton, . . . if you want a government that really works for you and really works 
then you support Bill Clinton and AI Gore. 46 

Challenge, opportunity, and hope were all mentioned, but only twice each; change 

and empower even less, just once each. New, New Covenant, and responsibility were not 

alluded to at all . America, on the other hand, was referred to twenty-six times . There was 

one personal reference in the speech, but none to morals or ethics, reducing bureaucracy, 

or special interests Oddly, he mentioned the economy only four times Although he 

mentioned people casually twenty-four times throughout the speech, he suggesting putting 

people first just once. He said work three times, and hard work once. There were five 

allusions to women, usually in reference to the law enforcement officers in attendance. 

Again, Clinton brought in his primary ideas relevant to controlling crime, including 

those on health care, downsizing the military, education, boot camps for youthful offenders, 

and drug intervention programs. He always stressed that he and AI Gore had a plan. Right 

up to the end of the speech, he carefully underscored his themes of individual social 

responsibility, optimism toward the future, and the potential represented by him to effect 

change in government 
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My fellow Americans, more than anything else, I want us to be making 
progress again. I want tomorrow to be better than today. I want us to be coming 
together again across the lines of race and region and income. I believe we can 
win again, and that ' s what this campaign is about. 

If you want to win again, and you want your country to be one again, if you 
want America to be associated with people who have a spring in their step and 
a song in their heart, you'll help Al Gore and Bill Clinton for the next hundred 
days, and we will lift this nation up 47 

Address to the World Affairs Council 

The last speech we will look at in this study is an address Clinton gave to the World 

Affairs Council in Los Angeles on August 13 . Of the ten speeches we have examined, this 

is the third to be concerned with foreign affairs. As with Clinton ' s two previous foreign 

policy addresses, this speech was more detailed and carefully constructed than his other 

campaign oratory 

Clinton mentioned responsibility and investment twice, challenge, commitment, and 

hope three times each, values four, and opportunity five The key words in this speech were 

change, which he used fourteen times; new, employed forty-four times; and America, 

referred to forty-eight times Although ostensively about foreign policy, this complex 

speech centered on the economy, which Clinton mentioned twenty-six times, more than in 

any other speech except his third Georgetown address, which also was on the economy. He 

made one personal note, and mentioned morals once. He also talked of women once, in a 

reference to the former Soviet Union. People were mentioned ten times Conspicuously 

absent were references to work, hard work, reducing bureaucracy, special interests, and 

putting people first . 

The rhetorical themes were the same, primarily that the United States must adapt its 
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foreign policy to a changed global political environment, and must promote democracy 

around the world, because "Democracies rarely go to war with each other or traffic in 

terrorism. They make more reliable partners in trade and diplomacy "48 However, Clinton 

discussed the economy before he developed his ideas about American foreign policy. He 

summed up his basic ideas early in the speech. 

Nonetheless it is important that a candidate for President, especially in a 
time of great change, set forth his or her views, and distinguish them from the 
opponent. 
... While the Soviet Union is gone, a president must still be ready to defY and 
to defeat those who threaten us Whatever else we expect of our presidents, we 
still need a resolute leader who will yield America' s might and marshall all our 
resources, and the resources of our allies, to defend our most fundamental 
interests . 

And yet today there are new tests of leadership as well . 
• The first is to grasp how the world we live in has changed. 
• The second is to assert a vision for our role in this dynamic world . 
• The third is to summon all our strengths- our economic power, our 

values, and when necessary our military might- in the service of our 
new vision 4 9 

Clinton mentioned the Georgetown speech on foreign policy, reiterating the steps he 

thought America needed to take to maintain its predominance in changing global politics 

He suggested improving the domestic economy, which would in turn improve America' s 

worldwide economic leadership; nurturing the growth of democracy around the world; and 

revamping a military geared toward the Cold War to one more adapted for differing threats 

to the security of America and its allies around the world . 

Clinton also lost no opportunity to attack Bush . The theme of his attack was that the 

world had changed and Bush apparently was not willing to change with it, or else was 

changing too slowly. In previous speeches, Clinton had pointed out that he was born at the 

onset of the Cold War, whereas Bush was well known to have served in World War II 
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In this election, President Bush will seek to establish his leadership by 
emphasizing the time he has spent, the calls he has placed, and the trips he has 
taken in the conduct of foreign policy. But the measure ofleadership in the new 
era is not the conversations held or the miles traveled. It is the new realities 
recognized, the crises averted, the opportunities seized. I challenge him to set 
his vision of our nation's purpose in a dramatically new era against the one I am 
presenting in this campaign. For in the final analysis, we must have a president 
ready to think anew as the world is new. 

Today' s leadership is rudderless, reactive and erratic It is time for 
leadership that is strategic, vigorous and grounded in America's democratic 
values 5° 

"The Manhattan Project" 

By April , Clinton was ahead in the primaries, but still behind in potential electoral 

votes Both his strategists and Democratic Party leaders were beginning to look warily at 

the general election, trying to learn the lessons offered by the previous three presidential 

elections. An obscure Southern governor, Clinton had, to use Wayne ' s phrase, "come-from-

nowhere" 51 to build a strong lead, reminiscent of Jimmy Carter' s winning 1976 campaign 

He had established recognition and sufficient credibility quickly enough to win early 

primaries, then built momentum through winning successive primaries. 

Now he had to face the dual problems of a tarnished reputation and a public that knew 

little about Bill Clinton or why he was seeking the highest office To address these 

problems, Clinton and his strategists had to reconsider their campaign strategy 

According to Wayne, a general campaign strategy should include three elements: an 

understanding of the attitudes and perceptions of the electorate; the reputation and image of 

the candidate; and the geography of the Electoral College. Clinton 's team had assessed the 

attitudes of the electorate through polling and focus groups, and were prepared to adapt 

campaigning to the geography of the Electoral College throughout the election. However, 
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the reputation and image of their candidate was a complex problem that would require a 

major campaign adjustment. "The Manhattan Project" was the outcome of an effort 

designed by Clinton ' s strategists to solve it. 

Word Count Analysis 

Did the campaign adjustments recommended by Clinton ' s strategists in the Manhattan 

Project actually result in discernable changes in Clinton' s campaign rhetoric? 

The use of words is one element that may be analyzed statistically to see if differences 

are obvious. Since only a few artifacts are being considered, statistical changes in word-use 

must necessarily be viewed as merely an indication of a change of direction within Clinton ' s 

campaign rhetoric . Nevertheless, within a broader analysis, they are interesting. 

Table l of the word-usage quantitative analysis shows the actual number of times 

Clinton used specific words or variations of those words in each of the ten speeches. 52 The 

specific words have been selected as being representative of the concepts he was trying to 

convey. For example, a founding theory of Clinton ' s campaign was that each individual has 

a personal responsibility to society; in other words, that the social fabric is not an 

abstraction, but comprises the contributions of each member of society 

Ifthat philosophy is reflected in his choice of the words challenge and responsibility, 

then it is demonstrable that he altered his choice .of words to reflect this particular theme. 

In the early speeches, Clinton mentioned challenge thirty-four times, whereas in the later 

speeches only five times. As shown in Table 3, that is a decrease of eighty-five percent. He 

said responsibility fifty-four times in the early speeches, but referred to it only eleven times 

later, an eighty percent decrease However, change was used thirteen percent more often in 
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the later speeches, hope fifty-six percent more, and invest twenty-four percent more. 

Taken together, these differences indicate that Clinton shied away from his theme of 

individual social responsibility, and underscored a more abstract theme- that change is 

desirable but demands investment, and, above all, offers hope Some of the differences 

presumably are statistically insignificant In the example in Table 3, change, which Clinton 

used thirteen percent more often in the later speeches, is interesting only in connection with 

the use of hope and invest. Likewise, the twelve percent difference in the use of America, 

and the twenty-one percent difference in use of values probably are not important in and of 

themselves . The twenty-four percent difference of invest, and twenty-seven percent 

difference of new, are borderline. All the other alterations in word-use show a change of 

fifty percent or more . Also, it should be noted that the greater statistical differences may be 

attributable in part to the two short campaign trail talks that are part of the set of later 

speeches. These speeches are half the length of the others in this study, and a simplified 

form ofClinton ' s lengthier addresses. Of the words that showed a fifty percent difference, 

only one increased- hope. But New Covenant, opportunity, and there words were used less 

than fifty percent as often. Challenge, empower, middle-class, and responsibility all saw 

dramatic drops of eighty percent or more. Word-use alone is not enough evidence on which 

to base a linear analysis of the thought progression in the campaign We next need to look 

at how the word-use related to the campaign themes 

Analysis of Symbolism, Image, and Primary Campaign Themes 

As noted in Chapter 2, Nimmo suggested political campaigns have overt and latent 

functions The overt function is that a large group of people select an individual to represent 
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Table 3 them within a policy-making gov

ernment body. The latent func

tions include a representative to 

personifY the abstraction that is 

government, and to give individu

als a sense of control over govern

ment through him or her. In either 

latent function, voters focus on 

politicians, not policy decisions. 

Wayne said a candidate ' s 

basic appeal rests on partisan affil

iation, party issues, and personal 

attributes . As a founding member 

of the Democratic Leadership Council, and its chair in 1991 until he announced his 

candidacy for president, Clinton was associated closely with the Democratic Party 

platform 53 He was instrumental in an effort to update it and bring it into line with the 

concerns of the majority of Democrats, particularly with younger voters . Ironically, that 

meant returning to the roots of the Democratic Party-once centered on economic "bread 

and butter" issues- and away from the social problems and programs that had characterized 

the party in recent decades. The association with the Democratic Leadership Council also 

was useful to help Clinton show he was in touch with national trends, a necessity for a 

challenger, according to Salmore and Salmore 
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The traits deemed desirable by voters that a politician should possess are honesty, 

intelligence, education, experience, ambition, motivation, desire, and undistorted perception. 

In campaign rhetoric the question is not whether a politician actually possesses these traits, 

but whether the candidate is able to give voters the impression he or she has them. 

Did Bill Clinton fail , in whole or in part, to portray himself as being in possession of 

these traits- as evidenced in the set of early speeches- before the Manhattan Project was 

implemented? The question is based on voter perception. The closest we can come to what 

the voters were thinking lies in the evaluations of Stan Greenberg' s early focus groups, as 

discussed in Chapter I. On these specific traits, the focus groups were doubtful of Clinton ' s 

honesty, thought he was indecisive and questioned his motivation. Probably most damaging, 

they thought he was elitist and could not identify with them. 

Is there a reasonable basis for believing these attitudes were reflected by Clinton in his 

early speeches? Looking solely at word-use the answer would appear to be no . For 

example, Clinton made particular note of the middle-class eighty percent less often in his 

later speeches than in the early ones, yet we know the middle-class identified more with him 

later than earlier On the other hand, speaking less often in the later speeches of challenge 

and rec~ponsibility may have given voters the impression, intentionally or not, that merely 

voting Clinton into office would effect change in the country, without they themselves 

having to contribute to changes. This impression could have been helped along by Clinton ' s 

increased use of hope and change as descriptive political terms. But this still is not enough 

on which to base a conclusion. Perhaps more can be discovered by looking at Clinton ' s 

primary rhetorical themes. 
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Of the first set of speeches, two were spent almost wholly in discussion of foreign 

policy, the area in which voters perceived Democrats in general, and Clinton in particular, 

as weak Of the remaining three speeches, one was concerned primarily with the economy, 

while the other two were a blend of all Clinton ' s themes. Considered as a group, this means 

that about forty percent of the discussion in these five speeches related to foreign policy. Of 

the five later speeches, only one pertained to foreign policy. When Clinton touched on 

foreign policy in three of the other four, he referred briefly to winning the Cold War and 

downsizing the military, but his primary points were centered on America' s place in the 

global economy. In the later speeches, he spoke of foreign policy perhaps slightly more than 

twenty percent of the time. If we use these ten speeches as a barometer for rhetorical 

communication in the campaign, then, it becomes obvious Clinton focused much more on 

domestic than foreign policies after the strategic adjustment of "The Manhattan Project" 

Swanson' s idea offinding the actual function of a rhetorical act within a campaign is 

perhaps simplistic by today' s theoretical standards. A candidate is apt to feel lucky to seize 

even a mere thirty seconds of national air time, invariably wants to woo the group to whom 

she or he is speaking, and inevitably tries to demonstrate leadership ability at every verbal 

tum An effort to determine the real function of a rhetorical act, as Swanson recommends, 

seems less than usefuL Most of the time, a candidate would have all these goals in mind 

when giving a public address-not surprisingly! 

Nimmo and Savage ' s theory of a candidate ' s image being a co-creation of candidate 

and voter is more helpfuL The means by which the candidate and voter communicate is 

through polling. If a candidate can discover which issues are of concern to voters and why, 
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the candidate can address them. Of course, the candidate also takes into account voter 

concerns that create the most reaction across the broadest range of voters. For example, if 

a candidate discovers that middle-class women, African-Americans, and Hispanics all are 

concerned about the same set of issues, the candidate should address those issues before such 

an audience. The key is to express those issues in a way that would make voters feel it 

would be in their best interests to vote for that candidate. As noted in the figures above, with 

Clinton this took less the form of altering the quality of the message than the quantity 

Nimmo and Savage also said a candidate' s image may change during the course of a 

campaign. Clinton's image changed noticeably, particularly in terms ofwhat they called the 

stylistic role, i.e , the personality of the candidate as seen by voters . The performance traits 

involved in the stylistic role are strength of leadership, integrity, and empathy. According 

to the polls, voters thought Clinton was weak in the last two traits. Apparently an effort was 

made by the strategists to alter his image to strengthen voter perception of these traits 

Looking again at the speeches, there virtually are no references to Clinton ' s personal life in 

the early speeches, except for in the Announcement Speech. But in the later speeches, 

particularly in the Democratic Nomination acceptance speech, "A Vision for America," he 

made many personal references, particularly to his mother, grandparents, wife, and daughter. 

On the campaign trail , Gore sketched in Clinton ' s background at whistle stops The effect 

was that his image was altered from one of a professional politician more to one of a 

somewhat more average, but hard-working American, called to public service. The former 

image was cool, the latter much warmer. 

In "A Vision for America," Clinton told the nation that his father died before he was 
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born; that his mother worked to support him and his brother; that his grandfather, who ran 

a small country store, extended credit to poor families, regardless of race; and that Hillary 

worked for children ' s rights and the improvement of the educational system in Arkansas. 54 

Talking about his family helped Clinton to show he was not advantaged, that it had been 

necessary for him to work his way up. Table 4 shows that Clinton' s biographical comments 

increased by twenty-nine percent in the later speeches. If Gore' s introductions were figured 

into the percentages, they would be much higher 

Turning to Kessel, Clinton's ideas reflected Kessel ' s levels of acceptance for campaign 

themes. For example, he said the themes must target the supporters and voters, be consistent 

with a candidate's known stands on issues, and should not include ideas that generally seem 

to have met these criteria. Some of his ideas were abstract, such as opportunity with 

responsibility, or a vision for the future . Others were conventional, such as the importance 

of education or the need to insure the economic security of the middle class But others were 

less conventional, such as the recommendation to establish a national service program or the 

idea of passing the torch of leadership from the Cold War generation to the Viet Nam 

generation. Clinton pursued female voters more aggressively after the strategic adjustment, 

for example, including women fifty-three percent more often in the later speeches. In his 

nomination acceptance speech, Clinton declared his pro-choice stand on abortion . 

. George Bush won' t guarantee a woman ' s right to choose I will. Listen, 
hear me now I am not pro-abortion. I am pro-choice strongly. I believe this 
difficult and painful decision should be left to the women of America. I hope 
the right to privacy can be protected, and we will never again have to discuss 
this issue on political platforms. But I am old enough to remember what it was 
like before Roe vs . Wade. And I do not want to return to the time when we 
made criminals of women and their doctors. 55 
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Table 4 Kessel said a candidate' s 

ideas must be consistent with his 

or her known stands on issues. 

Clinton, for the most part unknown 

nationally, was more concerned 

with establishing an image in the 

public eye, and with staying con-

sistent with his record as governor 

of Arkansas. Clinton and his 

strategists made a conscious deci-

sion to make his views clear early, 

through the Georgetown speeches 
Women 7 15 +53% 

According to Greenberg 

The Georgetown speech, I believe was a very important part of defining this 
candidacy. It was an idea . to give three major speeches early on. We 
decided to make it an integrated whole under the rubric of the New Covenant, 
to do them all at Georgetown, and to do them fast Because we decided that our 
advantage in the primary was the fact that we knew why we were running and 
we believed the others didn' t, that we had thought about government, about 
America's identity, and about democracy in a changing world . That thoughtful
ness was a strategic advantage for us as this time, given the seriousness of voters 
and the seriousness of the problems facing the country56 

Clinton frequently described events in Arkansas as a means of establishing his 

leadership credentials and political experience, and to demonstrate consistency over issues 

There is no discernable difference between the two sets of speeches in how he expressed his 

Arkansas experiences. 
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Kessel ' s final level of acceptance in campaign themes states that a candidate should 

suggest only tactics that can be carried out with available means. Clinton abided by this, 

with a few exceptions. For example, promoting education is a conventional theme and the 

means are in place. However, calling for national service as a career half-way house for 

military personnel while defense forces are being scaled down is rather less conventional. 

Coupling opportunity with responsibility also is less conventional, but easily meets Kessel ' s 

available means test Overall, there is no apparent difference between the two sets of 

speeches in their levels of acceptance to voters . 

If there is one approach to creating a campaign theme that Clinton followed with 

limited success, it was Salmore and Salmore' s statement that a candidate should simplifY 

issues in his or her favor. The issues of governance are so complex it would be difficult to 

simplifY them under the best of circumstances, which a presidential campaign assuredly is 

not Salmore and Salmore also caution that a candidate who wants to win should determine 

publicly the issues of the race and that they "not offend reality " 57 The candidate should 

limit the number of issues and incline to those that suit the circumstances and the image the 

candidate is trying to project 

Clinton ' s three Georgetown speeches were an effort to achieve all these goals . The 

major simplification took the form of stressing the responsibility of the individual toward 

society by being responsible for his or her own life, reflected later in the campaign with the 

opportunity with responsibility theme 58 Other simplifications included the issue of the 

economy in his favor by implying that Republicans, in the form of the administration and 

the House, were responsible for its poor performance. 59 However, Clinton was less inclined 
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to simplification than many presidential candidates have been, which gave him both an 

advantage and a disadvantage. The advantage is that the relative complexity of his ideas 

were more difficult for the Republicans, in turn, to attack. The disadvantage is that he was 

in danger of appearing to be more of an administrator-" a policy wonk"60- than a leader. 

On the other hand, Salmore and Salmore' s injunction that a candidate serious about 

winning should determine the issues on which the campaign will be fought was the defining 

strategy of Clinton' s team. It was best summed up by a sign Carville tacked on a wall in 

campaign headquarters as a constant reminder-"It's the economy, stupidl "61 But Clinton 

and his team were not about to let non-economic issues be decided by his opponents, either. 

In the first Georgetown speech, Clinton worked on defining the issues of the campaign; for 

example, he talked about education, foreign affairs, and welfare, as well as the economy. 

• On the economy Clinton said the Republican adminstrations allowed private gain 
to overcome the common good, and it was caused by the irresponsibility of both 
governement and corporations. "The fast buck was glorified from Wall Street to 
Main Street to Mean Street "62 

• On education Clinton said parents as well as schools are responsible for the 
education of their children He said he would support "a domestic GJ . Bill" to 
ensure youths access to loans for a college education, but each student would be 
expected to pay it back later either through income, or in national service. He 
added that employers, too, have a responsibility to ensure their employees are 
well-trained and stay so, in order to remain globally competitive. 

• On foreign affairs Clinton pointed out that the Cold War is over, and the military 
needs to be downsized, but should remain strong (i .e , well-funded), in order to 
protect the interests of the United States around the globe, to secure the country 
from foreign peril and to foster democracy worldwide. The new world stage 
centers on the marketplace, he said, not politics. 

• On welfare Clinton said support should be temporary, followed by a job or 
community service. He adroitly tied welfare to child support, stressing that states 
should be given more authority to collect child support payments from parents 
responsible for them. 
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Clinton also made a concentrated effort to keep his discussion of issues grounded in 

reality For example, in the second Georgetown speech, he proposed a tax cut for the 

middle-class63 It was a proposal he came to regret. A looming national deficit, coupled 

with a fragile economy and aging baby boomers who would demand more social services 

as the years progressed, made such a proposal seem neither practical nor credible, but nearly 

comical instead . During the primaries, Paul Tsongas, a former senator from Massachusetts 

and a Democratic rival for the nomination, declared that it would benefit the middle-class 

by less than a dollar a day. He maintained that reducing the deficit was the greater issue, 

then taunted Clinton with the admonishment, ''I'm not Santa Claus. "64 Clinton did not back 

down on the tax cut idea, but neither did he promote it in the succeeding speeches in this 

study. Instead, he portrayed the administration and the Republicans as having over-taxed 

the middle-class while under-taxing the wealthy (defined as those making $200,000 or more 

annually, which is approximately two percent ofthe country' s population) 65 

The two sets of speeches well-reflect Salmore and Salmore' s guideline that a candidate 

should select just a few themes, and that they should suit the situation and the candidate 

Although the campaign revolved around the economy, the actual themes were putting people 

first and opportunity with re.sponsihility How Clinton wove the themes into his speeches 

may be seen through a detailed analysis of the first few paragraphs of his Announcement 

Speech. 

He began by addressing the people of Arkansas, thanking them for letting him serve 

as governor for eleven years. It was a public, veiled reference to his broken promise to serve 

out his term as governor, and a public request for the support of Arkansas voters in his 
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decision to seek higher office. He then thanked his family, and made reference to two of the 

above themes in rapid succession in the same paragraph : optimism toward the future and 

opportunity with repsonsibility. In the next sentence he made note of "the forgotton middle 

class ." The fifth sentence is pivotaL He said, "I refuse to be part of a generation that 

celebrates the death of communism abroad with the loss of the American Dream at home. "66 

In one sentence, Clinton alluded to the generational difference between himself and 

Bush ("I refuse to be part of a generation"); noted the Cold War is over, and by implication, 

that the job of the World War II generation is finished and that foreign policy no longer 

needs to dominate a presidential campaign or national politics ("that celebrates the death of 

communism abroad") ; and wrapped up with the suggestion that Americans are in danger of 

losing what has slowly been gained through generations ("with the loss of the American 

Dream at home."). The overall message of this particular sentence, within the context of the 

reason for the speech, is that voters can change things by bringing in a more able leader. 

Thus, in a single sentence, Clinton attacked the incumbent, expressed his own essential 

optimism, evoked apple-pie imagery, indicated his campaign would center on domestic 

issues, and implied that his leadership could improve the quality of life in America67 

He followed this pattern for the rest of the speech. For example, in the next sentence 

he said, "I refuse to be part of a generation that fails to compete in the global economy and 

so condemns hard-working Americans to a life of struggle without reward or security."68 By 

the eighth sentence, Clinton brought in the concept of the social responsibility of the 

individual, carefully making the point, again by implication, that a president is a leader, not 

a god; that voters, too, must take responsibility for the state of the country. "Over 25 years 
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ago, I had a professor at Georgetown who taught me that America was the greatest country 

in history because our people believed in and acted on two simple ideas; first that the future 

can be better than the present, and second, that each of us has a personal, moral responsibil-

ity to make it so "69 

Similarly constructed sentences and paragraphs throughout the speeches are equally 

effective at demonstrating how Clinton threaded the themes throughout the speeches The 

primary difference between the two sets of speeches can be detected in the use of themes as 

well as through word-use analysis. He emphasized the theme of putting people first over 

opportunity with re.\ponsibility in the second set. He also focused on the opportunity aspect 

of the opportunity with responsibility theme after the strategy change. 

Contextuality and Constraints 

How did Clinton ' s team handle the context of his campaign rhetoric? The structural 

context of campaign rhetoric, according to Kessel, is determined by the makeup of the 

candidate' s supporters and voters . Clinton ' s team maintained awareness ofthe attitudes of 

his supporters and voters through direct contact, polling, and focus groups, as noted. 

The temporal context of a speech is determined by when it is given during the course 

of the campaign. For example, Clinton gave most of his serious speeches early in the 

campaign, then simplified the ideas for speeches on the road Speeches in which he 

discussed his ideas in depth were designed to both bring attention to his candidacy and to 

promote him as a serious candidate Again, according to Greenberg 

So, we began with the New Covenant speeches which introduced the 
concepts of opportunity with responsibility, middle-class populism, welfare 
reform, and national service Then Clinton went on to deliver an economic plan 
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and a defense speech and a speech about democracy, all done in the fall . The 
fact that we had announced in early October and that we gave all those speeches 
from November into early December, was fairly extraordinary, but it created, I 
think, a fascination with Clinton ' s candidacy among the press and the attentive 
public. Our votes initially came from the best educated and the most liberal 
Democrats because I think Bill Clinton was seen as the most thoughtful 
candidate. 70 

Clinton also tried to define the issues of the campaign with his early speeches. He 

suggested it was time for the generation that had fought World War II and the Cold War to 

hand the reigns of power to the generation that had fought in Viet N am. Apparently the idea 

with this tactic was to define the campaign on the traditionally Democratic grounds of 

domestic policy, not on the traditionally Republican grounds of foreign policy. Clinton 

neatly tied foreign policy to domestic policy in the early speeches when he told the Foreign 

Policy Association, "We can ' t be strong abroad if we are weak at home" 71 The American 

economy, he said, is the foundation for a strong defense. However, he discussed foreign 

policy less often in the later speeches, and brought up economic issues only half as much. 

Incidents arose during the campaign, but Clinton apparently had an agenda for his 

major speeches and stuck to it Issues that came up during the campaign, particularly 

character issues, were not discussed in his formal speeches. Clinton addressed them during 

interviews, primarily on television. 

The ten speeches in this study are consistent in overall themes, although Clinton 

adapted the body of the speeches for the occasion and the polls . The best example, again, 

is the speech he delivered at the Democratic National Convention. The biographical details 

offered to the audience spoke directly to the question of character, even if they did not 

address the specific character issues that had given Clinton problems in the recent past 
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The historic context of the speeches is perhaps the easiest to place. The Republicans 

were at something of a disadvantage, because the Cold War was over. They could no longer 

base a campaign on having to win the Cold War, nor would they have had a strong campaign 

based on having won it They needed to formulate a new foreign policy, but Clinton beat 

them to it While the administration could claim to have won the Gulf War, and, not 

incidentally, the skirmish in Grenada, Bush did not go on to describe a comprehensive 

foreign policy. Clinton reflected on the need for a comprehensive foreign policy from the 

beginning, in the Announcement Speech. He attacked the issue head-on in the third 

Georgetown speech, "A New Covenant for American Security," carefully laying out his 

ideas on America' s place in world politics. 

Since the 1960s, another traditionally Republican stand is to call for the reduction of 

entitlement programs. Instead of indulging in the usual Democratic tactic of attempting to 

explain why entitlement programs are needed, Clinton chose to suggest that the recipients 

of such programs should demonstrate more personal responsibility Again, he touched on 

his ideas from the beginning, saying in the Announcement Speech, "We should insist that 

people move off welfare rolls and onto work rolls . We should give people on welfare the 

skills they need to succeed, but we should demand that everybody who can work go to work 

and become a productive member of society " With the next sentence, Clinton tied welfare 

to child support, implying that the collection of child support from financially negligent 

parents could reduce the welfare program He said, "We should insist on the toughest 

possible child support enforecement Governments don ' t raise children, parents do . And 

when they don ' t their children pay forever, and so do we. "72 
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It can be argued that Clinton's general approach to the campaign was to undermine the 

Republicans' strategy by pointing out the defects in Democrat-inspired governance, and then 

offer his own solutions to those very problems. A Democratic presidential candidate 

attacking, after a fashion, his own party, left much less room for a Republican attack on him. 

During the nomination stage, it also helped Clinton stand out amidst the other candidates. 

In addition, Clinton' s startling grasp of the facts and figures involved in issues made his 

ideas sound substantive and workable. 

The need to make his ideas appealing in order to maintain and increase his supporting 

coalition was the primary internal constraint Clinton and his campaign organizers faced 

when writing his speeches. He needed to make his ideas sound different enough to set him 

apart from the other contenders, while simultaneously not offending supporters and potential 

supporters. When Clinton entered the campaign, he was not concerned with appealing to 

Republicans His main goal was to bring disaffected Democrats back into the fold . Since 

his campaign was based on middle-class concerns about the apparently poor performance 

of the economy, he could not allow himself to be perceived as promoting those programs. 

Yet he had to remain true to his Democratic roots in order to gain the vote of the poorer 

classes who normally vote the Democrat ticket 

External constraints that determined the content and timing of Clinton ' s speeches are 

more difficult to trace. The constraints mentioned by Kessel included flaws within the 

campaign staff, such as inexperience; the need to sway undecided and opposition voters; and 

limits that may have been imposed by the opposition via an action on their parts. Although 

some of Clinton' s campaign staff members were inexperienced, and most of them had little 
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or no experience with a presidential campaign, nevertheless they seem to have made few 

missteps . This study, however, is not the place for a true critical evaluation of the 

performance of Clinton ' s campaign staff, particularly since it is difficult to determine who 

contributed what to each of these ten speeches. The steps the campaign organization took 

to sway voters and the limits imposed by actions of the opposition are easier to evaluate. 

Clinton ' s method for swaying voters is evident within the speeches As noted in the 

word-use analysis, his first set of speeches reflect a conservative approach to national 

problem-solving. In an effort to appeal to the middle-class in general, and Democrats who 

had defected to the opposition in particular, he suggested that people meet the challenge of 

taking more personal responsibility for their actions; in other words, less dependence on 

government to help solve problems associated with entitlement programs. 

With the inception of the Manhattan Project, the focus shifted somewhat Although 

the campaign still was founded on "It ' s the economy, stupid! " Clinton took the emphasis 

away from challenge and responsiblity, and began to place it on hope, investment in the 

future , and change . This is reflected in the later speeches in a decreased use of certain 

themes, as evident in Table 4. Clinton spoke half as often about work or hard work, and 

two-thirds less often about reducing bureaucracy or special interests. On the other hand, 

he advocated putting people first eighty percent more often. 

Looking at the total picture of the campaign, a probable reason for this can be 

inferred. Fewer people vote during the primaries than vote in the general election. In many 

studies of voting behavior, it has been noted that those who vote in the primaries are more 

likely to be middle-class and better educated . It was the many voters in exactly this segment 
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of the voting population that had deserted the Democrats in the three previous presidential 

elections. Clinton's campaign strategy for getting them back was to suggest he would work 

on reducing entitlement programs and military expenses, while he simultaneously preyed on 

their fears that the economy was in trouble after twelve years of Republican administrations. 

By April, Clinton was the front runner for the nomination and could afford to start 

appealing to a demographically wider voting block. In fact , he had to, if he was going to win 

the general election. This change, too, is reflected in the speeches. After the Manhattan 

Project was begun, Clinton talked less of responsibility and challenge, and more of hope, 

investment in the future, and a need for change in government It was a message aimed 

directly at minority voters and those in the lower economic strata, exactly the groups from 

which Clinton needed to draw support 

It is worthwhile also to examine briefly the external constraint of limits imposed by 

the opposition, as Kessel suggests . One significant limit was that Clinton could not suggest 

raising taxes without risking being labeled a typical "tax and spend" Democratic candidate 

by the Republicans. He wanted to promote social policies, but had to make it look as if there 

would not be a significant cost Another is that he had to couch in careful terms his stand 

on certain issues. The issue of health care is a good example. Although Clinton advocated 

a national health care program, the difficulty was to make it appear he was not advocating 

socialized medicine and that the program would cost no more than what each individual 

already paid for health care, while simultaneously offering health care to everyone. He 

tackled the issue in the second Georgetown speech. 

Too many Washington insiders ofboth parties think the only way to provide 
more services is to spend more on programs already on the books in education, 
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housing and health care. But if we reinvent government to deliver new services 
in different ways, eliminate unnecessary layers of management and offer people 
more choices, we really can give taxpayers more services with fewer bureaucrats 
for the same or less money73 

The way this idea was phrased was designed to appeal to both conservatives and 

liberals. Although politicians have bemoaned ''the mess in Washington" since Eisenhower' s 

day and before, the phrase "reinventing government" had a fresher ring to it Balancing the 

federal budget was to many voters a vital issue, so the phrase "eliminate unnecessary layers" 

would have been greatly appealing. The entire paragraph is an evocation of what voters 

wanted- more for less. Clinton tried hard to make it sound as if it could be done. 

In the later speeches, he continued to touch on the subject of health care, also using 

the issue to attack Bush. Kelly wrote, " .. it is through attack that one sets the issues. 

Attack is a way of choosing one ' s battleground."74 In his nomination acceptance speech, 

Clinton touched on health care, and criticized Bush: 

He won 't take on the big insurance companies and the bureaucracies to 
control health costs and give us affordable health care for all Americans But 
I will . 

He won ' t even implement the recommendations of his own commission on 
AIDS . But I will 75 

And later in Saint Louis, Clinton said: 

Our plan says, "We ' re going to take on the health insurance companies in 
the bureaucracy and the government regulation, and strip the millions of dollars 
of waste out of the health care system, to control the costs, to preserve industry 
and the decency and security of life for the average Americans, and provide a 
basic package of health care to all Americans. We ' re going to get America in 
line with the rest of the world . "76 

Advocating a national health care plan gave Clinton two advantages. First, by 

promoting such a plan, Clinton appeared to care more about people, particularly those in the 
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lower economic echelons, for whom health care is a continuing problem. Bush, on the other 

hand, by not advocating a plan seemed not to care about them By implication, voters would 

reason that the segment of the voting population he did care about were those in the upper 

economic strata. Clinton ' s other advantage was that it provided a clear ideological 

difference between himself and his opponent A challenger should always make differing 

ideological and issue stances apparent to voters, according to Salmore and Salmore, and 

should explain why it is more advantageous to them than the status quo. 

From Nowhere to Nominee 

As both a nominee and a challenger, Clinton heeded the lessons offered by preceding 

presidential campaigns, especially those run since the implementation of modern 

communications. Salmore and Salmore pointed out that a serious candidate must start early: 

raise funds early, build a campaign organization early, and form the campaign strategy early. 

What constitutes "early" is debatable . Some political analysts have suggested that for 

a presidential campaign "early" means beginning two years before the election. Clinton 

officially started his campaign a little more than a year before the election, but he began the 

preliminaries about eighteen months before. To begin earlier could have resulted in the 

criticism that he was not paying attention to his job as governor. 

Clinton also planned his campaign strategy early, but that ultimately may have been 

less advantageous than his ability to adapt that strategy to unfolding events, as shown in this 

analysis of the Manhattan Project 
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Summary 

CHAPTER4 

WAS IT REALLY THE ECONOMY? 

It ' s the economy, stupid! 
- James Carville, Consultant 

Clinton/Gore Campaign 

Look, in the end, the lack of performance on the economy was more 
important to the voters than whether you could trust Bill Clinton. 
That's the whole race, ifyou had to summarize it in one sentence. 

- Charlie Black, Consultant 
Bush!Quayle Campaign77 

This study was undertaken to answer the question of whether a major strategic 

adjustment in Bill Clinton's campaign for the presidency in the spring of 1992 was evident 

in his subsequent campaign rhetoric . However, the question has broader implications, 

because it presupposes the importance of image in modern political campaigns. 

Delegates and voters seldom regard image projection as desirable in an election 

campaign; nevertheless, campaign strategists know it is an unavoidable necessity With that 

in mind, they strive to effect for their candidates the most attention-getting, positive image 

across the broadest spectrum of delegates and voters that they can achieve. The nature of 

a presidential campaign virtually requires that it be carried out in the media, primarily 

through the omnipresent and dominant telecommunications industry, particularly television 

news, with print media played to secondarily. 
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Clinton was starting to win state primaries and was just gaining the broad public 

awareness for his candidacy that he needed in order to make a viable run in the general 

election. Then, early in 1992, his standing in public opinion polls suddenly dropped because 

of two well-publicized allegations- that he was guilty of adultery and that he had avoided 

the Vietnam draft. Clinton's strategists realized the campaign was in trouble and quickly set 

to work to save it 

They devised a new strategy, nicknamed "The Manhattan Project," that they hoped 

would change the course of the campaign. Focus and dial groups were consulted to 

determine why Clinton had dropped in the polls, and how he best could fight the negative 

perception of his image. In addition to the question of character, they found voters perceived 

him as less than truthful, as an upper-class candidate who could not identify with the middle

class, and as an ideological chameleon who lacked a true message. They also paid attention 

to polls that assessed the deepest concerns of voters . The moderate and slightly more liberal 

voters Clinton was trying to reach cited a weak economy as their greatest national concern. 

Based on what they learned from the focus groups, the strategists set about to repair 

Clinton's tarnished image by offering the public a new picture of him as a self-starter from 

a modest background . What probably was most important is that, in tandem with the 

candidate himself, they decided to focus his campaign on a single message- the economy. 

This study has tried to determine if the Clinton campaign organization ' s attempt at the 

major strategic adjustment that was prompted by his drop in the polls is evident in a 

representative sampling of ten campaign speeches, five from before the Manhattan Project 

and five from after. 
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Conclusion 

Two primary aspects of the speeches, word use and thematic content, were analyzed 

quantitatively. Both analyses indicate a definite shift in Clinton ' s campaign rhetoric. The 

addresses delivered before May dealt with, in descending order 

• the challenges America faced ; 

• the empowerment of voters through the candidate, if elected; 

• references to the middle-class; 

• the need for each individual to be responsible in his or her life; 

• the corrupting influence of special interests in government; 

• references to Clinton ' s own moral and ethical nature; 

• the importance of reducing bureaucracy both in and out of government; 

• the importance of hard work if aims are to be achieved; 

• and the weak economy. 

After May, the proportion of Clinton ' s commentary on the above decreased, while the 

proportion of his commentary on the words and themes that follow increased, agam m 

descending order 

• putting people first ; 

• hope for the future ; 

• references to women; 

• personal and biographical references; 

• investment, both financial and social, in the future; 

• and the need for change, usually defined as his election to the Oval Office. 
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It is important to note that these percentages are indicative only of the instance of each 

reference in proportion to itself In other words, looking purely at the numbers, Clinton ' s 

favorite word throughout the campaign was America, even though he mentioned it slightly 

less in the last five speeches; and his favorite theme was the economy, even though he spoke 

of it only half as much in the later set. If these speeches were the only criteria on which to 

judge Clinton's entire campaign, the conclusion would have to be that on the important issue 

of the economy he was backing down. However, that may be a misimpression, caused by 

the nature of the data. Of the early set, three speeches covered general topics, and two were 

on foreign policy. Of the later set, two were general, one concerned urban America, one 

addressed crime, and the last was a foreign policy speech The two general speeches in the 

later set were about half the length of the other three. 

In the short speech in Saint Louis, Clinton mentioned the economy twelve times, 

whereas in the much longer first speech in Georgetown, he referred to it fourteen times . 

Both speeches were general, covering most of his campaign themes In the final speech of 

these ten, given to the World Affairs Council, Clinton made note of the economy twenty-six 

times. In the two foreign policy speeches in the first set, he touched on the economy twenty

five times in one, and sixteen in the other. The Georgetown speech was about a quarter 

longer than the other two Those two, the addresses to the Foreign Policy Association and 

the World Affairs Council, were about the same length Based on these examples, it is 

apparent that Clinton made a concerted effort to keep the economy centermost in the minds 

ofthe voting public. 

It also is obvious that he tried to reach female voters in these speeches. In these 
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speeches, Clinton seldom addressed topics aimed at directly at women, such as abortion. 

Instead, he tried to reach women through inclusion. In other words, by consistently noting 

the presence of women, either in the group to whom he was speaking, or as part of a group 

to whom he was referring, he was letting female voters know they were on his mind . How 

effective this approach was certainly is debatable, but the effort cannot be denied . Finally, 

the idea of putting people first did not even exist as a campaign theme until the April 

strategic adjustment. It was incorporated into Clinton ' s campaign rhetoric immediately, in 

the April address to the Foreign Policy Association. Thereafter, he never failed to use it 

until, oddly enough, he gave the last foreign policy speech in this study. 

My conclusion is that the major strategic adjustment initiated by Clinton and his 

strategists in April of 1992 is evident when public addresses he gave before the Manhattan 

Project are compared to those he delivered after it was implemented . 

Further Research 

Bill Clinton ' s 1992 campaign for the presidency is fertile ground for further study in 

good part because of the clear-cut major strategic adjustment set in motion by his campaign 

organization This study merely has touched the surface of available material about the 

campaign Presumably, at some future time the famous memo itself, "The General Election 

Project- Interim Report," will become available for scholarly study, along with much other 

material from this campaign 

Further work in this area also should include effects studies of the myriad telecommu

nications industry on campaigns. One critical aspect of this campaign is advertising, 

specifically whether there were differences in content and style before and after the 
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Manhattan Project. Although all advertising is worth analyzing, the commercials broadcast 

on television are of special importance. Since the election, popular opinion has held that the 

Democratic Party's "Get Out the Vote" crusade aimed at first-time and youthful voters may 

have contributed to their winning campaign The truth may differ from that assessment and 

is well worth exploration 

The functioning of a political campaign, particularly how it contributes to the election 

of a particular candidate, is a subject worthy of study in large part because of the tremendous 

implications when the candidate in question becomes the leader of the free world, as did 

Clinton. American society is given to belittling the process, while conveniently forgetting 

that its result holds ramifications not just for us, but for the world . Emerson ' s "shot heard 

round the world" still resounds as the millennium approaches 
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